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Abstract

A Gorenstein sequenceH is a sequence of nonnegative integersH =(1, h1, . . . , hj =1) symmetric
aboutj/2 that occurs as the Hilbert function in degrees less or equalj of a standard graded Artinian
Gorenstein algebraA=R/I , whereR is a polynomial ring inr variables andI is a graded ideal. The
schemePGor(H) parametrizes all such Gorenstein algebra quotients ofR having Hilbert function
H and it is known to be smooth when the embedding dimension satisfiesh1�3. The authors give
a structure theorem for such Gorenstein algebras of Hilbert functionH = (1,4,7, . . .) whenR =
K[w, x, y, z] andI2�〈wx,wy,wz〉 (Theorems 3.7 and 3.9). They also show that any Gorenstein
sequenceH=(1,4, a, . . .), a�7 satisfies the condition�H� j/2 is anO-sequence (Theorems 4.2 and
4.4). Using these results, they show that ifH=(1,4,7, h, b, . . . ,1) is a Gorenstein sequence satisfying
3h− b − 17�0, then the Zariski closureC(H) of the subschemeC(H) ⊂ PGor(H) parametrizing
Artinian Gorenstein quotientsA = R/I with I2�〈wx,wy,wz〉 is a generically smooth component
of PGor(H) (Theorem 4.6).

They show that if in addition 8�h�10, then suchPGor(H) have several irreducible components
(Theorem 4.9). M. Boij and others had given previous examples of certainPGor(H) having several
components in embedding dimension four or more (Pacific J. Math. 187(1) (1999) 1–11).
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The proofs use properties of minimal resolutions, the smoothness ofPGor(H ′) for embedding
dimension three (J.O. Kleppe, J. Algebra 200 (1998) 606–628), and the Gotzmann Hilbert scheme
theorems (Math. Z. 158(1) (1978) 61–70).
© 2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.

MSC:Primary: 13C05; secondary: 13H10; 13D40

1. Introduction

LetRbe the polynomial ringR=K[x1, . . . , xr ] over an algebraically closed fieldK, and
denote byM=(x1, x2, . . . , xr ) its maximal ideal. Whenr=4, we letR=K[w, x, y, z] and
regard it as the coordinate ring of the projective spaceP3. LetA=R/I be a standard graded
Artinian Gorenstein (GA) algebra, quotient ofR. We will denote by Soc(A)= (0 : M) the
socle ofA, the one-dimensional subvector space ofA annihilated by multiplication byM. It
is the minimal nonzero ideal ofA. Its degree is thesocle degreej (A) : j (A)=max{i | Ai =
0}. A sequenceH=(h0, . . . , hj )=(1, r, . . . , r,1) of positive integers symmetric aboutj/2
is called aGorenstein sequenceof socle degreej, if it occurs as the Hilbert function of some
graded Artinian Gorenstein (GA) algebraA = R/I . We let�Hi = hi − hi−1, and denote
byH�d the subsequence(1, h1, . . . , hd). The graded Betti numbers of an algebra are the
dimensions of the various graded pieces that occur in the minimal graded R-resolution
of A.

When r = 2, Macaulay had shown[25] that an Artinian Gorenstein quotient ofR is
a complete intersection quotientA = R/(f, g); thus, forA graded, the Gorenstein se-
quence must have the formH(A) = H(s) = (1,2, . . . , s − 1, s, s, . . . ,2,1). Also, when
r = 2 the familyPGor(H(s)) parametrizing such Artinian quotients is smooth; its closure
PGor(H(s))=⋃t� sPGor(H(t)) is naturally isomorphic to the secant variety of a rational
normal curve, so is well understood (see, for example[20, Section 1.3]).

For Artinian Gorenstein algebrasAof embedding dimension three (r=3), the Gorenstein
sequencesH(A), and the possible sequences� of graded Betti numbers forA given the
Hilbert functionH(A) had been known for some time[9,31,12,17,18], see also[20, Chapter
4]. More recently, the irreducibility and smoothness of the familyPGor(H) parametrizing
such GA quotients having Hilbert functionHwas shown by Diesel and Kleppe, respectively
[12,22]. Whenr = 3, there are also several dimension formulas for the familyPGor(H),
due to Conca and Valla, Kleppe, Cho and Jung[11,22,10](see also[20, Section 4.4]for a
survey); also, M. Boij has found the dimension of the subfamilyPGor(H,�) parametrizing
Awith a given sequence� of graded Betti numbers[5]. The closurePGor(H) is in general
less well understood whenr = 3, but see[20, Theorem 5.71, Sections 7.1–7.2].

For embedding dimensions five or greater, it is known that a Gorenstein sequence may
be nonunimodal: that is, it may have several maxima separated by a smaller local minimum
[2,6].

When the embedding dimension is four, it is not known whether Gorenstein sequences
must satisfy the condition that the first difference�H� j/2 is anO-sequence—a sequence
admissible for the Hilbert function of some ideal of embedding dimension three (see Def-
inition 2.4). Nor do we know whether height four Gorenstein sequences are unimodal,
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a weaker restriction. Little was known about the parameter schemePGor(H) whenr = 4,
except that for suitable Gorenstein sequencesH, it may have several irreducible compo-
nents[4,21, Example C.38]. We had the following questions, that guided this portion of our
study.

• Can we find insight into the open problem of whether height four Gorenstein sequences
H must satisfy the condition,�H� j/2 is anO-sequence?

• Do most schemesPGor(H) whenr = 4 have several irreducible components, or is this
a rare phenomenon?

We now outline our main results. We consider Hilbert sequencesH = (1,4,7, . . .1).
Thus,I is always a graded height four Gorenstein ideal inK[w, x, y, z] whose minimal sets
of generators include exactly three quadrics. First, in Theorem 3.7, we obtain a structure
theorem for Artinian Gorenstein quotientsA= R/I with Hilbert functionH(A)=H and
with I2�〈wx,wy,wz〉. The proof relies on the connection betweenI and the intersection
J = I ∩K[x, y, z], which is a height three Gorenstein ideal. We also construct the minimal
resolution ofA in Theorem 3.9. This allows us to determine the tangent space Hom0(I, R/I)

toA on PGor(H), and to show that under a simple condition onH, if such an algebraA is
general enough, thenA is parametrized by a smooth point ofPGor(H) (Theorem 3.11).

We then study the intriguing caseA=R/I whereI2�〈w2, wx,wy〉 and exhibit a subtle
connection betweenA and a height three Gorenstein algebra. We determine in Theorem
3.20 that the possible Hilbert functionsH =H(A) for such Artinian algebrasA satisfy

H =H ′ + (0,1, . . . ,1,0), (1.1)

whereH ′ is a height three Gorenstein sequence.
Our result pertaining to the first question is

Theorem (Theorem 4.2, Corollary 4.3, Proposition 4.4). All Gorenstein sequences of the
formH = (1,4, a, . . .), a�7must satisfy the condition that�H� j/2 is an O-sequence.

To show this we eliminate potential sequences not satisfying the condition by frequently
using the symmetry of the minimal resolution of a graded Artinian Gorenstein algebraA,
the Macaulay bounds on the Hilbert function, and the Gotzmann Persistence and Hilbert
scheme theorems (Theorem 2.3). However, these methods do not extend to all height four
Gorenstein sequences, and we conjecture that not all will satisfy the condition that�H� j/2
is anO-sequence (see Remark 4.5).

We then combine these results with a well known construction of Gorenstein ideals from
sets of points to obtain our theorem concerning irreducible components ofPGor(H)

Theorem (Theorem 4.9i). LetH = (1,4,7, h, b, . . . ,1) be a Gorenstein sequence satis-
fying 8�h�10 and3h − b − 17�0. ThenPGor(H) has at least two components. The
first is the Zariski closure of the subschemeC(H) of PGor(H) parametrizing Artinian
Gorenstein quotientsA=R/I for whichI2 isPgl(3)-isomorphic to〈wx,wy,wz〉.The sec-
ond component parametrizes quotients of the coordinate rings of certain punctual schemes
in P3.
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2. Notation and basic results

In this section, we give definitions and some basic results that we will need. Recall that
R = K[w, x, y, z] is the polynomial ring with the standard grading over an algebraically
closed field, and that we consider only graded idealsI.

Let V ⊂ Rv be a vector subspace. Foru�v we letV : Ru = 〈f ∈ Rv−u | Ru · f ⊂ V 〉.
We state as a lemma a result of Macaulay[25, Section 60ff]that we will use frequently.

Lemma 2.1(F.H.S. Macaulay[25]). Let charK = 0 or charK >j . There is a one-to-
one correspondence between graded Artinian Gorenstein algebra quotientsA=R/I ofR
having socle degreej , on the one hand, and on the other hand, elementsF ∈ Rj modulo
K∗-action whereR = K[W,X, Y,Z], the dual polynomial ring. The correspondence is
given by

I = Ann F = {h ∈ R | h ◦ F = h(�/�W, . . . , �/�Z) ◦ F = 0},
F = (Ij )⊥ ∈ Rj modK∗. (2.1)

Here F is also the generator of theR-submoduleI⊥ ⊂ R, I⊥ = {G ∈ R | h ◦ G =
0 for all h ∈ I }. The Hilbert functionH(R/I) satisfies

H(R/I)i = dimK(R ◦ F)i =H(R/I)j−i . (2.2)

Furthermore, for i�j , Ii is determined byIj or byF as follows:

Ii = Ij : Rj−i = {h ∈ Ri | h · Rj−i ⊂ Ij } = {h ∈ Ri | h ◦ (Rj−i ◦ F)= 0}. (2.3)

WhencharK = p>j the statements are analogous, but we must replaceK[W,X, Y,Z]
by the ring of divided powersD, and the action ofR onD by the contraction action(see
below).

Proof. For a modern proof see[20, Lemmas 2.15 and 2.17]. For a discussion of the use of
the divided power ring when charK = p see also[20, Appendix A]. �

Corollary 2.2. LetA = R/I be a graded Artinian Gorenstein algebra of socle degreej .
LetJ = IZ be a saturated ideal defining a schemeZ ⊂ P3, such that for somei,2� i�j ,
Z= Proj (R/(Ji)), with Ji ⊂ Ii . Then for0�u� i we haveJu ⊂ Iu. If alsoJi = Ii , then
for suchu, Ju = Iu.

Proof. Let 0�u� i. SinceJ is its own saturation, we haveJu = Jk : Rk−u for largek, so
we have

Ju = Jk : Rk−u = {Jk : Rk−i} : Ri−u = Ji : Ri−u.
Now (2.3) implies that for 0�u� i

Iu = Ij : Rj−u = {Ij : Rj−i} : Ri−u = Ii : Ri−u.
This completes the proof of the relation betweenIZ andI. �
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Note that [19, Example 3.8], due to Berman, shows that one cannot conclude that
J ⊂ I in Corollary 2.2. For letI = (x3, y3, z3), and letJ be the saturated idealJ =
(x2y3, y2z3, x3z2, x2y2z2), a local complete intersection of degree 18 defining a punctual
scheme concentrated at the points(1,0,0), (0,1,0) and(0,0,1). Then we haveJ5 ⊂ I5
butx2y2z2 ∈ J soJ�I .

We supposeR = K[w, x, y, z]. Let D = KDP[W,X, Y,Z] denote the divided power
algebra associated toR: the basis ofDj is {W [j1] · X[j2] · Y [j3] · Z[j4],

∑
ji = j}. We let

xi ◦X[j ] =X[j−i] whenj� i and zero otherwise; this action extends in a natural way to the
contraction action ofRonD. Multiplication inD is determined byX[u]·X[v]=(u+v

v

)
X[u+v].

By (�X + Y )[u], � ∈ K we mean
∑

0� i�u �iX[i] · Y [u−i]: this is(�X + Y )u/u! when the
latter makes sense. When charK = 0, or charK >j we may replaceD by the polynomial
ringR =K[W,X, Y,Z] with Racting onR as partial differential operators (2.1), and we
replace allX[u] byXu, and(�X + Y )[u] by (�X + Y )u.

The inverse systemI⊥ ⊂ D of the idealI ⊂ R satisfies

I⊥ = {G ∈ KDP[W,X, Y,Z], h ◦G= 0 for all h ∈ I } (2.4)

and it is anR-submodule ofD isomorphic to the dual module ofA=R/I . WhenA=R/I
is graded Gorenstein of socle degreej, then by Macaulay’s Lemma 2.1 the inverse system
is principal, generated byF ∈ Dj : we callF thedual generatorof A or for I. Thus, we
may parametrize the algebraA by the class ofF mod nonzeroK∗-multiple, an element of

the projective spacePN−1, N =
(
j+3
j

)
. Given a Gorenstein sequenceH of socle degree

j (soHj = 0, Hj+1 = 0) we letPGor(H) ⊂ PN−1 denote the scheme parametrizing the
family of all GA quotientsA = R/I having Hilbert functionH. Here, we use the scheme
structure given by the catalecticants, and described in[20, Definition 1.10]. A “geometric
point” pA of PGor(H) parametrizes a Artinian Gorenstein quotientA= R/I of Rhaving
Hilbert functionH.

We now state Macaulay’s theorem characterizing Hilbert functions orO-sequences,
and the version of the Persistence and Hilbert Scheme theorems of Gotzmann that we will
use[15].

Let d be a positive integer. Thedth Macaulay coefficients of a positive integerc are the
unique decreasing sequence of nonnegative integersk(d), . . . , k(1) satisfying

c =
(
k(d)

d

)
+
(
k(d − 1)

d − 1

)
+ · · · +

(
k(1)

1

)
.

We denote byc(d) the integer

c(d) =
(
k(d)+ 1

d + 1

)
+
(
k(d − 1)+ 1

d

)
+ · · · +

(
k(1)+ 1

2

)
. (2.5)

Then, the Hilbert polynomialpc,d(t) for quotientsB of the polynomial ringR, such that
B is regular in degreed andH(B)d = c satisfies

pc,d(t)=
(
k(d)+t−d

t

)
+
(
k(d−1)+t−d

t−1

)
+ · · ·+

(
k(1)+t−d
t−d

)
. (2.6)
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The length of thedth Macaulay expansion ofc, or of the Macaulay expansion of the polyno-
mial pc,d , is the number of{k(i) | k(i)� i}, equivalently, the number of nonzero binomial
coefficients in the Macaulay expansion, and this is well known to be the Gotzmann regularity
degree ofpc,d [7, Theorem 4.3.2].

Theorem 2.3. Suppose that1�c�dimk Rd ,andI is a graded ideal ofR=K[x1, . . . , xr ].

(i) [26] If H(R/I)d = c, thenH(R/I)d+1�c(d) (Macaulay’s inequality).
(ii) [15] If H(R/I)d = c andH(R/I)d+1 = c(d), thenProj (R/(Id)) is a projective scheme

in Pr−1 of Hilbert polynomialpc,d(t).

In particularH(R/(Id))k=pc,d(k) for k�d, andH ′ =H(R/(Id)) has extremal growth
(h′
k+1 = h′

k
(k)
) in each degreek to k + 1, k�d.

Proof. For a proof of Theorem 2.3(i) see[7, Theorem 4.2.10]. For a proof of the persistence
(second) part of Theorem 2.3(ii) see[7, Theorem 4.3.3]; for the Gotzmann–Hilbert scheme
theorem see[15], or the discussion of[21, Theorem C.29]. �

Definition 2.4. A sequence of nonnegative integersH = (1, h1, . . . , hd, . . .), is said to be
anO-sequence, or to beadmissibleif it satisfies Macaulay’s inequality of Theorem 2.3(i)
for each integerd�1.

Recall that the regularity degree�(p) of a Hilbert polynomialp=p(t) is the smallest de-
gree for which all projective schemesZ of Hilbert polynomialpare Castelnuovo–Mumford
regular in degree less or equal�(p). Gotzmann and Bayer showed that this bound is the
length�(p) of the Macaulay expression forp [15,1]: for an exposition and proof see[7,
Theorem 4.3.2]; also see[21, Definition C.12 and Proposition C.24], which includes some
historical remarks. As an easy consequence we have

Corollary 2.5. The regularity degree of the polynomialp(t)= at + 1−
(
a−1

2

)
+ b where

a >0, b�0 satisfies�(p)= a + b. These Hilbert polynomials cannot occur withb<0. In
particular we have, the regularity degree of the polynomialp(t) = 3t + b, b�0 is 3 + b,
ofp(t)= 2t + 1+ b, b�0 is b+ 2,and ofp(t)= t + 1+ b, b�0 is b+ 1.The regularity
of the constant polynomialp(t)= b is b.

Proof. One has forp(t)=at+1−
(
a−1

2

)
+b, the following sum, equivalent to a Macaulay

expansion as in (2.6) of lengtha + b,

p(t)=
(
t + 1

1

)
+
(
t + 1 − 1

1

)
+
(
t + 1 − 2

1

)
+ · · · +

(
t + 1 − (a − 1)

1

)

+
(
t − a

0

)
+
(
t − (a + 1)

0

)
+ · · · +

(
t − (a + b − 1)

0

)
.

Corollary 2.6. LetH be a Gorenstein sequence of socle degreej , and suppose for that
somed < j , hd+1 = (hd)(d) is extremal in the sense of Theorem2.3(i).Then�H�d+1 is an
O-sequence.
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Proof. Theorem 2.3(ii) and Corollary 2.2 show the existence of a schemeZ ⊂ Pr−1

satisfyinghu = H(R/IZ)u for u�d + 1. SinceIZ is saturated and thusR/IZ has depth
at least one, there is a homogeneous degree one nonzero divisor, implying that the first
difference�(H(R/IZ)) is anO-sequence. �

Remark 2.7. The assertion of Corollary 2.6 as well as those of Corollary 2.2 are valid
more generally for graded Artinian algebras having socle only in degreej (level algebras),
or those having socle only in degrees greater or equalj.

As an example of the application of Theorem 2.3, we determine below the Gorenstein
sequencesH = (1,4,7, h,7,4,1) that occur, having socle degree 6.

Corollary 2.8. The sequenceH = (1,4,7, h,7,4,1) is a Gorenstein sequence if and only
if 7�h�11.

Proof. From Macaulay’s extremality Theorem 2.3(i) we haveH(3)=h�H(2)(2)=7(2)=
11, andH(4)= 7�h(3) which impliesh�6. NowH = (1,4,7,6,7,4,1) implies that the

growth ofH3 = 6 toH4 = 7 is maximum, since 6=
(

4
3

)
+
(

2
2

)
+
(

1
1

)
, while 7= 6(3) =(

5
4

)
+
(

3
3

)
+
(

2
2

)
. Corollary 2.6 shows this is impossible.�

For a subschemeZ ⊂ P3 we will denote byHZ = H(R/IZ) its Hilbert function,
sometimes called its postulation; hereIZ ⊂ R is the saturated ideal definingZ. Inequalities
among Hilbert functions are termwise. The following result is well known and easy to show,
since a degree-d punctual scheme can cut out at mostd conditions in a given degree.

Lemma 2.9. LetZ=W ∪Z1 ⊂ P3,be a subscheme ofP3,whereW is a degreed punctual
scheme. Then for alli, (HZ)i�(HZ1)i + d.

Proof. We have (the first inequality is from Maroscia’s result[27], see[20, Theorem 5.1A])

d�(HW)i = dim Ri − dim(IW )i� dim(IZ1)i − dim(IW ∩ IZ1)i

=H(R/(IW ∩ IZ1))i −H(R/IZ1)i�(HZ)i − (HZ1)i . � (2.7)

3. Nets of quadrics inP3, and Gorenstein ideals

In Section 3.1 we give preparatory material on nets of quadrics, and on the Hilbert
schemes of low degree curves inP3. In Section 3.2, we prove a structure theorem for
Artinian Gorenstein algebrasA=R/I of Hilbert functionH(A)= (1,4,7, . . .) for which
the net of quadricsI2 has a common factor and is isomorphic after a change of variables
to 〈wx,wy,wz〉 (Theorem 3.7). We then determine the dimension of the tangent space
to PGor(H) at a point parametrizing such an ideal; we also show that whenH has socle
degree 6, the subfamily parametrizing such Gorenstein algebras is an irreducible component
of PGor(H) (Theorem 3.11), a result which we will later generalize to arbitrary socle degree
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(Theorem 4.6). In Section 3.3 we determine the possible Hilbert functionsH(A),A=R/I
whenI2 = 〈w2, wx,wy〉 (Theorem 3.20).

3.1. Nets of quadrics

Three homogeneous quadratic polynomialsf, g, h in R = K[w, x, y, z] form a family
�1f + �2g + �3h, �i ∈ K, comprising a net of quadrics inP3. Here we will use the term
net also for the vector space spanV = 〈f, g, h〉. We divide these families according to
the number of linear relations among the three quadrics. We now show that they can have
at most 3 linear relations. Let(I2) = (f, g, h) be the ideal generated by a net of quadrics
I2=〈f, g, h〉. ThenH(R/(I2))=(1,4,7, h, . . .), whereh�11=7(3) by Macaulay’s growth
condition. When there are no relationsH(R/(I2))3 = 20− 12= 8, so the number of linear
relations on the net of quadrics〈f, g, h〉 is no greater than 11− 8 = 3, as claimed.

Nets of quadrics inP3 have been extensively studied geometrically, earlier by W. L. Edge
and others, more recently by C.T.C. Wall and others for their connections with mapping
germs, and instantons. I. Vainsecher and also G. Ellingsrud, R. Peine, and S.A. StrZmme
have showed that the Hilbert scheme of twisted cubics inP3 is a blow-up of the familyFRNC
of nets of quadrics arising as minors of a 2×3 matrix (Definition 3.1) along the sublocus of
those nets having a common factor. Nets of quadrics are parametrized by the Grassmanian
G = Grass(3, R2)�Grass(3,10), of dimension 21. It is easy to see that up to isomorphism
under the natural Pgl(3) action, an open dense subset of the vector spacesV = 〈f, g, h〉 ⊂
R2 have a six-dimensional family of orbits, as dim Grass(3,10) − dim Pgl(3) = 21 −
15= 6, and the stabilizer of a general enough net is finite. In this section, we determine the
irreducible components of the subfamilyFof nets having at least one linear relation (Lemma
3.3), and also the possible graded Betti numbers for the algebrasR/(V ), for netsV ∈ F
(Lemma 3.4).

Definition 3.1. We denote byF ⊂ G = Grass(3, R2) the subfamily of nets of quadrics,
vector spacesV = 〈f, g, h〉 ⊂ R2, for whichf, g, h have at least one linear relation

�1f + �2g + �3h= 0, ∃�i ∈ R1 = 〈w, x, y, z〉. (3.1)

We denote byFi ⊂ G=Grass(3, R2) the subfamily ofF consisting of those nets that have
exactlyi linear relations,i = 1,2,3. We denote byFRNC ⊂ F2 the subset of nets defining
twisted cubic curves, and byFsp the subset of nets Pgl(3) isomorphic to〈w2, wx,wy〉.

Lemma 3.2. The familyF1 comprises those nets that can be writtenV = 〈- ·U, h〉,where
- ∈ R1 is a linear form, U ⊂ R1 is a two-dimensional subspace of linear forms, andh is
not divisible by either- or by any element ofU .
Up to isomorphismV ∈ F1 may be written eitherV = 〈xw, yw, h〉 for some quadrich

divisible neither byw nor by any element of〈x, y〉, or V = 〈w2, wx, h〉 with h divisible by
no element of〈w, x〉.

Proof. First consider netsV = 〈f, g, h〉 having no two-dimensional subspace with a com-
mon factor: we show thatV cannot be inF1. When the coefficients of a relation as in (3.1)
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form anR-sequence, a simple argument given in the proof of Lemma 3.3 shows thatV ∈ F2,
and is determinantal (see Eq. (3.2)).

Now assume thatVhas a relation as in (3.1) such that dimK 〈�1, �2, �3〉=2; after a change
of basis inRwe may suppose thatxf + yg+ (x+ y)h=0 wherehmay be zero. Replacing
f by f + h, andg by g+ h, we obtainxf = −yg. ThusVmay be writtenV = 〈U-, h〉 with
- = f/y andU = 〈x, y〉, and, evidently ifV ∈ F1 thenh is not divisible by- nor by any
element ofU. We have shown the first claim of the lemma. The second follows.�

As we shall see below,F2 hasFRNC as open dense subset. Evidently, the familyF3
of netsV having a common factor, contains as open dense subset the Pgl(3) orbit of V =
〈wx,wy,wz〉; the family also containsFsp, the orbit of〈w2, wx,wy〉.

The dimension calculations of the following lemmas are elementary; recall that dimG=
21. The results about closures also involve standard methods but are more subtle: for example
to identifyFspwithF2∩F3 we rely on previous work on the closure of the family of rational
normal curves, such as[24,29,30,32].

Lemma 3.3(Components ofF). The subfamilyF ⊂ G = Grass(3, R2) parametrizing
quadrics having at least one linear relation, has two irreducible components,F1 andF2 =
FRNC, of codimensions7 and9, respectively, in G. They satisfy

(i) The intersectionF1 ∩F2, has an open dense subset parametrizing nets isomorphic to
〈wx,wy, xz〉; this intersection has codimension11 in G.

(ii) We haveF1 − F1 = (F1 ∩ F2) ∪ F3. Each element ofF2 has a basis consisting of
minors of a2 × 3matrix of linear forms.

(iii) The locusF3 ⊂ F1has codimension15 in G; F3 −Fsp consists of nets isomorphic to

〈wx,wy,wz〉. The locusFsp = F2 ∩ F3, and is a subfamily of codimension16 in G.

Proof. We first calculate dimF1. By Lemma 3.2V ∈ F1 may be written as〈- · U, h〉,
where- ∈ R1 andU ⊂ R1 is a two-dimensional subspace, andh is not divisible by- nor by
any element ofU. Since there is a single linear relation,Vdetermines both- andU uniquely.
Thus, there is a surjective morphism

�1 : F1 → P3 × Grass(2, R1) : �1(V )= (-, U),
The fibre of�1 over the pair(-, U) corresponds to the choice ofh; givenV, h is unique
up to constant multiple, mod an element of- · U . Thus, the fibre of�1 is parametrized by
an open dense subset of the projective spaceP(R2/〈- · U〉), of dimension 7. Thus,F1 has
dimension 14, and codimension 7 inG.

We next show thatF2 containsFRNC as dense open subset. When there is a linear relation
forVas in (3.1) whose coefficients�i are a length 3 regular sequence we may suppose after
a coordinate change thatxf + yg + zh= 0; lettingf = uz+ f1, g = vz+ g1, with f1, g1
relatively prime toz, we obtainh=−(ux + vy), andxf 1 =−yg1, whence there is a linear
form � ∈ R1 with f = uz+ y�, g = vz− x�, and(f, g, h) is the ideal of 2× 2 minors of(

u v �
−y x z

)
. (3.2)
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When also(f, g, h) has height two, thenV is an element ofF2 determining a twisted cubic
in P3; for a dense open subset of such elements ofF2 one may up to isomorphism choose in
(3.2) the triple(u, v,�)= (x, z, w). Otherwise, iff, g, h is not Cohen–Macaulay of height
two, V has a common linear factor, and it is well known that thenV ∈ Fsp = F2 ∩ F3
[24,30,32].

We now consider those netsV ⊂ F2 for which there is no linear relation as in (3.1)
whose coefficients form a length threeR-sequence. By the proof of Lemma 3.2 such a net
has the formV = 〈Uw, h〉, with U ⊂ R1, and it thus lies in the closure ofF1. It is easy
to see that the most general element ofF1 ∩ F2 is a net isomorphic to〈wx,wy, xz〉: for
whenV = 〈wx,wy, h〉 has a second linear relation, eitherw dividesh andV ∈ F3, or
someax + by dividesh, and after a change in basis forR1, V�〈wx,wy, xz〉. A similar
discussion for〈w2, wx, h〉 completes the proof that any element ofF1∩F2 is in the closure

of the orbit ofV =〈wx,wy, xz〉, which is also the determinantal ideal of

(
x + y y 0
z z w

)
.

This shows also thatF1 ∩F2 ⊂ FRNC, and completes the proof thatF2 containsFRNC as
dense open subset.

We recall that dimFRNC = 12. A twisted cubic—a rational normal curve of degree
three—is determined by the choice of four degree three forms in the polynomial ring
K[x, y], up to commonK∗-multiple, mod the action of Pgl(1), yielding dimension 4·
4 − 4 = 12 [30].

We have thatF1 andF2 define two distinct irreducible components ofF, since the
subfamilyF2 parametrizing nets for which there are two linear relations, cannot specialize
to any netV =〈f, g, h〉 for whichf, g, h have a single linear relation; andF1, parametrizing
netsV each containing a subspace of the form- · U , cannot specialize to a vector spaceV
for which the ideal(V ) is the prime ideal of a twisted cubic. This completes the proof of
the initial claims of the lemma.

We now complete the proof of (i), by determining the dimension ofF1 ∩ F2, which is
by the above argument equal to the dimension of the Pgl(3)-orbit B of 〈wx,wy, xz〉. For
W = 〈w′x′, w′y′, x′z′〉 ∈ B, the unordered pair of linear forms(w′, x′), each modK∗-
multiple is uniquely determined byW (as each divides a two-dimensional subspace ofW):
thus there is a morphism� : B → Sym2(P3), from B to the symmetric product, whose
image is the nondiagonal pairs. SpacesW in the fibre of� over (w′, x′) are determined
by the choice of the two two-dimensional subspaces, the first〈x′, y′〉 containingx′, the
second〈w′, z′〉 containingw′. Thus, a spaceW in the fibre is determined by the choice of
y′ ∈ R1/〈x′〉 andz′ ∈ R1/〈w′〉, each up toK∗-multiple, and these choices are each made
in an open dense subset ofP2 (asz′ must not equalx′ modw′ forW ∈ B). Thus, the fibre
�−1(w′, x′) ⊂ B is isomorphic to an open dense subset ofP2 × P2. It follows thatB and
F1 ∩ F2 have dimension 10, and codimension 11 inG.

We now show the claim in (ii) thatF1 − F1 = (F1 ∩ F2) ∪ F3. Suppose thatV ∈
F1 − F1; then evidently there is a two-dimensional subspaceV1 ⊂ V having a common
factor V1 = - · U . Letting V = 〈V1, h〉 thenV ∈ F2 implies h must have a common
divisor with an element ofV1. Thus, up to Pgl(3) isomorphism we haveV = 〈wx,wy, xz〉
or V = 〈w2, wx, xz〉, both inF2 (we may ignorew is a common factor ofV since then
V ∈ F3). Each of these spaces has basis the minors of a 2× 3 matrix of linear forms. This
with (3.2) above completes the proof of (ii).
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The familyF3 has as open dense subset the orbitB′ of V = 〈wx,wy,wz〉. An element
W ′ = w′V ′, V ′ ⊂ R1 of B′ is determined by a choice ofw′ ∈ R1 and a codimension one
vector spaceV ′ ⊂ R1, thusB′ is an open inP3 × P3, so has dimension six, codimension
15 inG.

The claim in (iii) that the locusFsp=F2∩F3 follows from the well-known classification
of the specializations of rational normal curves[24,30]; the dimension count for this locus
is five, 3 for the choice ofw, and 2 for the choice of〈x, y〉 ⊂ R2/〈w2〉. This completes the
proof of Lemma 3.3. �

Lemma 3.4(Minimal resolutions for nets of quadrics inF). There are exactly three pos-
sible sets of graded Betti numbers for the ideal generated by a net of quadrics inF (those
having at least one linear relation):

(i) ThoseV in the familyF1 have graded Betti numbers that of(wx,wy, z2), with a
single linear and two quadratic relations, and Hilbert functionH = H(R/(V )) =
(1,4,7,9,11,13, . . .) whereHi = 2i + 3 for i�2.SuchV define a curve of degree2,
genus−2 (See Lemma3.5).

(ii) For V ∈ F2, the ideal(V ) is Cohen–Macaulay of height two, the Hilbert function
H = H(R/(V )) = (1,4,7,10,13, . . .) whereHi = 3i + 1 for i�0, andV has the
standard determinantal minimal resolution with two linear relations.

(iii) ThoseV in the familyF3 have graded Betti numbers that of(wx,wy,wz).

Proof. For (i), Lemma 3.2 implies that the quotientR/(V ) determined by an elementV of
F1 is cut out fromR/(wx,wy) orR/(w2, wx) by the nonzero-divisorh, hence the minimal
resolution ofR/(V ) is that ofR/(wx,wy, z2). For (ii) letV ∈ F2. Then by Lemma 3.3(ii),
V is has a basis consisting of the minors of a 2× 3 matrix of linear forms; an examination
of cases shows thatV is Cohen–Macaulay of height two, so is determinantal. ThusV has
the standard determinantal minimal resolution. The last part (iii) follows immediately from
Lemma 3.3(iii), and a computation in Macaulay.�

Lemma 3.5. [24,Sections3.4–3.6]TheHilbert schemeHilb2,−2(P3)parametrizing curves
C ⊂ P3 of degree2,genus−2 (Hilbert polynomial2t+3)has two irreducible components.
A general point of the first parametrizes a scheme consisting of two skew lines union a point
off the line; this component has dimension11.A general point of the second component
parametrizes a planar conic union two points; this component has dimension14.
Likewise, [24,Theorem3.5.1] Hilb2,−1(P3) (Hilbert polynomial2t+2)has theanalogous

components parametrizing two skew lines, or a planar conic union a point. The scheme
Hilb2,0(P3) (Hilbert polynomial2t + 1) has a single component, whose generic points
parametrize plane conics.

The following result mostly concerns certain idealsI for which I3 to I4 or I4 to I5
is of extremal growth in the sense of F.H.S. Macaulay. We thank a referee for the sim-
ple argument for (ii). Note that netsV with no linear relation need not define complete
intersections, and the ideal(V ) need not be saturated: thus (iii) below does not follow
from (ii).
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Lemma 3.6. Assume for(i),(ii) below thatI is a saturated ideal ofR =K[w, x, y, z].
(i) If H(R/I)= (1,4,7,10,13,16, . . .), thenI�3 defines a twisted cubic(or specializa-

tion not in the closure of the plane cubics) or a plane cubic union a point(possibly
embedded). In the former case, I2 lies inF2,and generatesI ; in the latter caseI2 ∈ F3.

(ii) H(R/I) cannot be any of(1,4,7,8,10, . . .), (1,4,7, b,9,11, . . .), or (1,4,7,9,
12, . . .).

(iii) If R/I is Artinian Gorenstein of socle degree at least5, thenR/(I2) cannot have a
Hilbert functionof the formH(R/(I2))=(1,4,7,8,10, . . .),H(R/(I2))=(1,4,7, b,9,
11, . . .), or H(R/(I2))= (1,4,7,9,12, . . .).

Proof. Suppose that a saturated idealI has the Hilbert function given in case (i). Then 13
to 16 is an extremal growth. So, by the Gotzmann theoremI defines a schemeZ ⊂ P3, of
Hilbert polynomial 3t+1 soZ is a degree three curve of genus zero. The Piene–Schlessinger
theorem characterizing the components of Hilb3,0(P3) [30] implies that ifZ is nondegen-
erate (not contained in a plane), thenZ is either a twisted cubic or a specialization, so
I2 is in F2, or Z is the union of a planar cubic and a (possibly embedded) spatial point,
and thenI2 is in F3. If Z is degenerate, then alsoI2 ∈ F3. This completes the proof
of (i).

The three sequences of (ii) cannot occur for a saturated idealI: a saturated ideal has depth
at least one, soA= R/I has a (linear) nonzero divisor, and the first differences�H(R/I)
must be admissible. But(1,3,3,1,2, ..), (1,3,3, b − 7,9 − b,2, ..) and(1,3,3,2,3, ..)
are notO-sequences.

In the first case of (iii) we have that 10= 8(3), so by Theorem 2.3(ii)Z= Proj (R/(I3))
is a scheme of Hilbert polynomial 2t + 2 (degree two and genus−1) and regularity de-
gree no more than 3, the Gotzmann regularity degree of 2t + 2. By a classical degree
inequality, such a scheme is either reducible, or degenerate—contained in a hyperplane
[16, p. 173]. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.5 the Hilbert scheme Hilb2,−1(P3) of degree two
genus−1 curves has two irreducible components, one whose generic point parametrizes
two skew lines, the second, whose generic point parametrizes a planar conic union a point.
For either component, the Hilbert functionH(R/IZ)2�6 which by Corollary 2.2 implies
H(R/I)2�6, contradicting the assumption. A similar argument handles the second case
of (iii): since 9(4) = 11,H4,5 = (9,11) is maximal growth; by Theorem 2.3(ii) the scheme
Z = Proj (R/(I4)) has Hilbert polynomial 2t + 1, of Gotzmann regularity two implying
H(R/IZ)2 = 5, and by Corollary 2.2,H(R/I)2�5, a contradiction. For the last case it
suffices by Corollary 2.2 and the Gotzmann Theorem to know that any scheme of Hilbert
polynomial 3t (degree three and genus one) is a planar cubic or degenerate, a result of the
classification of curves[30,24]. �

3.2. Ideals withI2 = 〈wx,wy,wz〉
LetV denote the vector space〈wx,wy,wz〉. In this section we assumeH=(1,4,7, . . . ,1)

and we consider the subfamilyC(H) ⊂ PGor(H) parametrizing those algebrasA=R/I of
Hilbert functionH for which I2 is Pgl(3) isomorphic toV. We first determine whenC(H)
is nonempty and give a structure theorem for suchA (Theorem 3.7). We then determine the
minimal resolution ofA (Theorem 3.9). We also determine the tangent space to the family
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C(H) (Theorem 3.11). To prove our results we connect these Artinian algebras with height
three Artinian Gorenstein quotientsR′/JI of R′ = K[x, y, z], whereJI = I ∩ R′, which
are well understood[9,12,20,22].

We recall from Lemma 2.1ff. that, given an idealI ofR, we denote byI⊥ its inverse system,
the perpendicularR-submodule toI in the divided power ringD=KDP[W,X, Y,Z], where
Racts by contraction.

Theorem 3.7. LetH = (1,4,7, . . .) of socle degreej�4 be a Gorenstein sequence, and
assume thatI ∈ C(H) satisfiesI2 =V= 〈wx,wy,wz〉. LetF ∈ Dj satisfyI = Ann (F ).
LetR′ =K[x, y, z]. Then,
(i) The inverse system(V)⊥ of the ideal(V),V= 〈wx,wy,wz〉 ⊂ R, satisfies

(V)⊥j = 〈KDP[X, Y,Z]j ,W [j ]〉. (3.3)

(ii) F ∈ KDP[W,X, Y,Z]j and satisfies
F =G+ � ·W [j ], G ∈ KDP[X, Y,Z]j , � ∈ K, (3.4)

whereG = 0, � = 0.
Furthermore, I = (JI ,V, f ) whereJI = I ∩ R′ is the height three Gorenstein ideal
AnnR′(G) andf = wj − g, g ∈ K[x, y, z]j , g = 0.
The Hilbert functionH(R/I)i =H(R′/JI )i + 1 for 1� i�j − 1, so we have

H(R/I)=H(R′/JI )+ (0,1,1, . . . ,1,0)= (1,4, . . . ,4,1). (3.5)

The inverse systemI⊥ satisfiesI⊥
j = 〈F 〉, I⊥

i = 0 for i�j + 1,and

I⊥
i = (R ◦ F)i = 〈(R′ ◦G)i,W [i]〉 for 1� i�j − 1. (3.6)

(iii) The Gorenstein sequenceH = (1,4,7, . . .) satisfiesC(H) is nonempty if and only
if H ′ = H − (0,1,1, . . . ,1,0) is a Gorenstein sequence of height three. (See
Corollary 4.3).

Proof. We first prove (i). SinceV = (wx,wy,wz) = w ∩ (x, y, z) we have from the
properties of the Macaulay duality,

(wx,wy,wz)⊥ = (w)⊥ + (x, y, z)⊥ =KDP[X, Y,Z] +KDP[W ],
which is (3.3).

We now show (ii). SinceF generates(Ij )⊥, F ∈ (V)⊥j can be writtenF =G + �W [j ]
as in (3.4). SinceH(R/I) = (1,4, . . .), we haveG = 0 and� = 0. The inverse system
relation (3.6) is immediate, and gives

R ◦ F = R′
�1 ◦ h+ 〈W,W [2], . . . ,W [j−1], F 〉,

as well as the Hilbert function equality (3.5). LetJI = Ann (G) ∩ K[x, y, z]: evidently,
Ann (G)=(w, JI ). Leth ∈ I∩K[x, y, z]. Then we haveh◦F=0 andh◦Wj=0, implying
h◦G=0 soh ∈ JI ; conversely, ifh ∈ JI=Ann (G)∩K[x, y, z] thenh◦G=0, h◦Wj=0,
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implying h ◦ F = 0, soh ∈ I ∩K[x, y, z]. ThusJI = I ∩K[x, y, z], as claimed in (ii) is
immediate. Now, any formhof degree less thanj satisfyingh·F=0, andh = (wx,wy,wz)
must satisfyh ∈ K[x, y, z] and hence is inJI . If f =wj − g with g ◦G= � then we have
f ◦F=0 and hencef ∈ I . If g=0 we would haveR1·wj−1 ∈ I , implying thatwj−1 modI
is a socle element ofA=R/I , contradicting the assumption thatA is Artinian Gorenstein of
socle degreej. Thus, we havef =wj −g with g = 0. Since the lowest-degree third syzygy
of I are those in degree four arising fromV, the symmetry of the minimal resolution implies
that I has no generators (first syzygies) in degrees greater thanj. Thus the idealI ∈ F is
minimally generated asI = (JI ,V, f ) as claimed, and this completes the proof of (ii).

To show (iii), note that ifI ∈ C(H) thenH ′ from (iii) satisfiesH ′ = H(R/JI ) =
H(R′/(I ∩ R′)) with I ∩ R′ a Gorenstein ideal inR′, soH ′ is a Gorenstein sequence.
Conversely ifH ′ =H − (0,1,1, . . . ,1,0) is a Gorenstein sequence then takeJ ′ to be any
Gorenstein ideal inR′ of Hilbert functionH ′ and letJ ′ = Ann R′(G). Let F =G +Wj .
Then Ann(F ) = I = (J ′, wj − g,wx,wy,wz) whereg ∈ R′

j but g /∈ J ′: the idealI is a
Gorenstein ideal of height four. Then we haveI ∈ C(H).

Thus,C(H) is nonempty if and only ifH ′ =H − (0,1,1, . . . ,1,0)= (1,3, . . . ,3,1) is
a Gorenstein sequence of height three. This completes the proof.�

The minimal resolution ofR/I can be constructed from the minimal resolution ofJI .
We construct a putative complex in Definition 3.8; we prove that it is an exact complex in
Theorem 3.9. The construction relies on Theorem 3.7(ii).

Suppose thatI ⊂ R defines a Artinian Gorenstein quotientA=R/I , thatI1=0 andI2=V,
and thatI=(V, JI , g−wj)with g ∈ R′

j satisfyingg = 0, andJ ′=JI=I∩R′=K[x, y, z]
defining a Artinian Gorenstein quotientA′ = R/J ′ of R′. Let the minimal resolution of
R/J, J = JIR be (herem= 2n+ 1 is odd)

J : 0 → R
�t→Rm

�→Rm
�→R → R/J → 0, (3.7)

where� is anm × m alternating matrix with homogeneous entries, and� = [J ] denotes
the 1× m row vector with entries the homogeneous generators ofJ that are the Pfaffians
of �, according to the Buchsbaum–Eisenbud structure theorem for height three Gorenstein
ideals (sinceJ is homogeneous,J may be chosen homogeneous: see[9,12]). Denote byK
the Koszul complex resolvingR/(x, y, z) (soK0 = K3 = R):

K : 0 → R
�3→R3 �2→R3 �1→R → R/(x, y, z)→ 0, (3.8)

where

�1 = [x, y, z], �2 =
(
y z 0

−x 0 z

0 −x −y

)
,

and�3 = �t
1. We will let T : K → J be a map of complexes induced by multiplication by

g onR. By degree considerations, we see that degT3 = 0, soT3 is multiplication by� ∈ K.
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So we haveT1 ◦ �2 = � ◦ T2, alsoT2 ◦ �3 = [J ]t, and

T2 ◦
[
z

y

x

]
= � ◦ [J ]t.

Definition 3.8. GivenI, J,J,K as above, we define the following complex:

F : 0 → R
F4→Rm+4 F3→R2m+6 F2→Rm+4 F1→R → R/I → 0, (3.9)

whereF1 = (wx,wy,wz, �, wj − g), andF2 satisfies

(3.10)

whereE =
[0 0 1

0 1 0
1 0 0

]
. The mapF3 satisfies

(3.11)

andF4 = (wz,wy,wx, �, wj − g)t.

Theorem 3.9. Let I be a homogenous height four Gorenstein ideal inR = K[w, x, y, z]
with socle degree j and withI2 = (wx,wy,wz). Then the complexF of (3.9) in Definition
3.8 is exact and is the minimal resolution ofR/I .

Proof. We first show thatF is a complex. By (ii) of the structure theorem, we see thatI is
minimally generated byJ = I ∩K[x, y, z], wx,wy,wz, g−wj whereg ∈ K[x, y, z]. So,
g /∈ J . Suppose that� = 0. ThenT2 ◦ �3 = 0, hence we would haveT2 = T ′ ◦ �2 for some
T ′. Then

T1 ◦ �2 = � ◦ T2 = � ◦ T ′ ◦ �2;

so (T1 − � ◦ T ′) ◦ �2 = 0,

T1 − � ◦ T ′ = �[x, y, z], � ∈ K,

� ◦ T1 = � ◦ �[x, y, z],
− g[x, y, z] = ��[x, y, z].

This impliesg ∈ J contradictingg /∈ J . So, we get� = 0.
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We getF1 ◦ F2 = 0 andF3 ◦ F4 = 0 from the following three identities. First, from the
exact sequenceJ of (3.7) we have

�� = �t� = 0. (3.12)

Second, from

[x, y, z]
((−1

�

)
ET t

2

)
= −1

�
[zyx]T t

2

= −1

�

[
T2

[
z

y

x

]]t

= −1

�
�(�t)t

= − �

we have [x, y, z]
[−1

�
ET t

2

]
= −�. (3.13)

Third, we have

T1J = −g[x, y, z]. (3.14)

To see thatF2 ◦ F3 = 0 we just need to check that

�T2 − T1�2 = 0

and �2ET
t
1 − 1

�
ET t

2(��)= 0.

The first of these follows from the map of complexesT : K → F. For the second we have

�2ET
t
1 − ET t

2� = �2ET
t
1 + ET t

2�
t

= �2ET
t
1 + E(�T2)

t

= �2ET
t
1 + E(T1�2)

t

= �2ET
t
1 + E(�t

2)T
t
1

= (
�2E + E�t

2

)
T t

1 = 0,

since �2E + E�t
2 = 0.

So we getF2F3 = 0. Thus,F is a complex.
To see that the complexF is exact, we use the exactness criterion[8,13, Theorem 20.9]. It

suffices to show that
√
Im+3(F2) and

√
Im+3(F3) have depth at least three, whereIm+3(F2)
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denotes the Fitting ideal generated by the(m+ 3)× (m+ 3)minors ofF2. We writeF2 as

(3.15)

wherex�1i+y�2i+z�3i=−�i , andJ = (�1, . . . , �m). Consider the minorMi of F2 having
all rows except the(3 + i)th row, and having the columns 1,2,4, . . . ,3 + i − 1,3 + i +
1,m+ 3,m+ 3 + i,2m+ 4. This is the minor

Mi =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

y z

−x 0
0 −x

0
t1i
t2i
t3i

wj−1

0
0

0 �i 0
∗
∗
∗

0 0 0 −x

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (3.16)

and it equals

± xa2
i

∣∣∣∣∣
y −z t1i

−x 0 t2i
0 −x t3i

∣∣∣∣∣
= ±xa2

i x(x�1i + y�2i + z�3i )

= ±x3a2
i .

Thusxai ∈ √
I (F2). Similarly, yai, zai ∈ √

I (F2). ThusmJ ⊂ √
I (F2). Finally, look-

ing at the lastm + 3 rows and the columns 1,2,m + 4, . . . ,2m + 4, we get±x3wm in
I (F2). Sowx ∈ √

I (F2), as well aswy,wz, by similar computations. Thus
√
I (F2) ⊃

(J,wx,wy,wz). Similarly
√
I (F3) ⊃ (J,wx,wy,wz). So these Fitting ideals have depth

at least three, and the complexF is exact. This completes the proof.�

Remark 3.10. The above resolution in Theorem 3.9 is similar to but different from the
minimal resolution obtained by Kustin and Miller in[23]. They consider ideals of the form
(f, g, h,wJ )where(f, g, h) is a regular sequence andJ is height three Gorenstein. It turns
out that it is not a specialization of their resolution. One reason for the resemblance is that
(wx,wy,wz) has three Koszul type relations even though they are not a regular sequence.

If H(R/I) = (1,4,7, h,7,4,1), recall thatC(H) ⊂ PGor(H) denotes the subfamily
parametrizing idealsI such thatI2�V=〈wx,wy,wz〉, up to a coordinate change. We de-
note by	i (J ) the number of degree-i generators ofJ. We will later show that any Gorenstein
sequenceH = (1,4,7, . . .) satisfiesC(H) nonempty (Theorem 4.2). ForI ∈ PGor(H)we
denote byTI the tangent space to the affine cone overPGor(H) at the point corresponding
toA=R/I . Recall thatH ′ =H − (0,1,1, . . . ,1,0). We denote byTJI the tangent space
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to the affine cone overPGor(H ′),H ′ =H(R/JI ) from (3.5), at the point corresponding to
A′ = R′/JI , whereJI = I ∩K[x, y, z].

Theorem 3.11.LetH=(1,4,7, . . .) of socle degreej�5. In (i), (ii), (iii) we letA=R/I ∈
C(H), and we letJI = I ∩K[x, y, z].
(i) The dimension ofC(H) ⊂ PGor(H) satisfies

dim(C(H))= 7 + dim PGor(H ′). (3.17)

(ii) The dimension of the tangent spaceTI to the affine cone overPGor(H) at the point
determined byA= R/I ∈ PGor(H) satisfies,

dimKTI = 7 + dimKTJI + 	j−1(JI ). (3.18)

(iii) The GA algebraA ∈ E(H) is a smooth point ofPGor(H) if and only if	j−1(JI )= 0.
(iv) The subschemeC(H) ofPGor(H) is irreducible.
(v) Whenj = 6 andH =Hh = (1,4,7, h,7,4,1),7�h�11we have

dim(C(H))= 34−
(
h∨ + 1

2

)
, h∨ = 11− h. (3.19)

When also, 8�h�11,C(H) is generically smooth.

Proof. The proof of (i) is immediate from the structure Theorem 3.7(ii): the choice ofV

involves that ofwand the vector space〈x, y, z〉, so 6 dimensions, and that of theF=wj+G
involves one parameter, given〈G〉, which determinesJI .

We now show (ii). LetA = R/I ∈ C(H). We recall from[20, Theorem 3.9]that for a
GA quotientA= R/I , we have dimKTI = dimKRj/(I2)j =H(R/I2)j . We have

(I2)j = I2 · Ij−2 ⊕ (J 2)j

=
(
wR′

1 · ((wj−3R′
1 ⊕ wj−4R′

2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ wR′
j−3)⊕ Jj−2)

)
⊕ (J 2)j

=
(
wj−2R′

2 ⊕ wj−3R′
3 ⊕ · · · ⊕ w2R′

j−2

)
⊕ wR′

1Jj−2 ⊕ (J 2)j .

Hence we have

Rj/(I
2)j�w

j ⊕ wj−1R′
1 ⊕ w(R′

j−1/R
′
1Jj−2)⊕ R′

j /(Jj )
2, and

dimK Rj/(I
2)j = 1 + 3 +H ′

j−1 + 	j−1(J )+ dimK R
′
j /(Jj )

2

= 7 + dimKTJI + 	j−1(JI ).

We now show (iii). We use J.-O. Kleppe’s result that in codimension 3,PGor(H ′) is smooth
[22]. It follows that for the Gorenstein idealJI ⊂ R′ = K[x, y, z], of socle degreej, of
Hilbert functionH(R′/J )=H ′ the dimension of the tangent spaceTJI to the affine cone
overPGor(H ′) atJI satisfies

dimK TJI = dim(PGor(H ′))+ 1.
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This, together with (i), (ii) shows that	j−1(JI ) = 0 implies dimKTI = dim E(H) + 1,
hence thatE(H) andPGor(H) are smooth at such points, which is (iii).

We now show (iv). We first show thatC(H) is irreducible. The schemePGor(H ′) is
irreducible by Diesel[12] (or by its smoothness[22], discovered later). The schemeC(H),
is fibred over the family of nets isomorphic toV by PGor(H ′), then by an open inP1 (to
chooseF givenG), so it is irreducible.

We now show (v). The dimension formula (3.19) results immediately from (i) and the
known dimension ofPGor(H ′) (see[20, Theorem 4.1B], [22]). From the latter source, we

have that the codimension ofPGor(H ′) ⊂ P27, H ′ = (1,3,6, h − 1,6,3,1) is
(
h∨+1

2

)
whereh∨ = 10− (h− 1). When also 8�h�11, we have�3(H ′)5 = 0; it follows simply
from [12] (or see[20, Theorem 5.25]) that the generic GA quotientR′/J having Hilbert
functionH ′ satisfies	5(J )= 0. This completes the proof of (v) and of the Theorem.�

3.3. Mysterious Gorenstein algebras withI2 = 〈w2, wx,wy〉

Let W denote the vector space〈w2, wx,wy〉. In this section we assumeH = (1,4,
7, . . . ,1) and study graded Artinian Gorenstein algebrasA=R/I,R=K[w, x, y, z], such
that

A ∈ Esp(H) : I2 =W. (3.20)

We will show that their Hilbert functions are closely related to those of a Gorenstein ideal in
three variables (Lemmas 3.17 and 3.19). From these results we can characterize the Hilbert
functionsH for whichEsp(H) is nonempty (Theorem 3.20): these are the same as found
in the previous section for Gorenstein algebrasA ∈ C(H): those withI2�〈wx,wy,wz〉.
However, it is an open question whether the Zariski closureC(H) containsEsp(H), and it
is this uncertainty that requires us to considerEsp in detail.

The ideal(W) generated byW satisfies(W) = (w2, x, y) ∩ (w). The inverse system
W⊥ ⊂ D satisfies

W⊥ = ((w2, x, y) ∩ (w))⊥ = (w2, x, y)⊥ + (w)⊥
=KDP[Z] +W ·KDP[Z] +KDP[X, Y,Z], (3.21)

Thus we have for the degree-j component

{W⊥}j =KDP[X, Y,Z]j + 〈WZ[j−1], Z[j ]〉.
Lemma 3.12. Let I satisfy(3.20),and letF ∈ R = KDP[W,X, Y,Z]j be a generator of
its inverse system. Then F may be written uniquely

F =G+WZ[j−1], G ∈ KDP[X, Y,Z], (3.22)

in the sense that the decomposition dependsonly on I,and the choice of generatorsw, x, y, z
of R. Further, after a linear change of basis in R, we may suppose that G in(3.22)has no
monomial term inZ[j ].

Proof. Sincew2, wx,wy are all in I, by (3.21) the generatorF of I⊥ can be written in
the formF = G + 
WZ[j−1],G ∈ KDP[X, Y,Z]. Evidently, 
 = 0, since otherwise
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H(A) = (1,3, . . .); so we may choose
 = 1. The decomposition of (3.22) is certainly
unique, givenI, and the choice ofx, y, z, w. A linear change of basisw → w, x →
x, y → y, z → z+ �w in R, and the contragradient change of basisW → W − �Z,X →
X, Y → Y,Z → Z in R eliminates any monomial term inZ[j ] fromG. �

We denote byR′ the polynomial ringR′ =K[x, y, z].

Lemma 3.13. Let I be an ideal satisfying(3.20),let F =G+WZ[j−1] be a generator of
its inverse system as in(3.22),and letJ = Ann (G), J ′ = Ann (G)∩R′; thenJ = (w, J ′).
Let�(J ) be the integer

�(J )= min{��1 | J ′
��(x, y)} = min{��1 | J��(x, y,w)}. (3.23)

Then�(J )= min{i | Z[i] /∈R′
j−i ◦G}, and we have2��(J )�j .

Proof. The first statement follows from(x, y)⊥ ∩ R′ = KDP[Z]. The lower bound on�
follows from the assumption of (3.20), which implies thatH(R/J ′)= (1,3, . . .), so 2��.
The upper bound on� follows from the fact thatzj ∈ J ′ = Ann (G). �

Definition 3.14. Let I satisfy (3.20), letF = G + WZ[j−1] be a generator of its inverse
system, as in (3.22), and let� = �(J ) as in (3.23). We define a sequence

H� =



(0,1,1, . . . ,1,2 = h�,2, . . . ,2 = hj−�,1, . . . ,1,0 = hj ) if ��j/2,
(0,1,1, . . . ,1 = hj−�,0, . . . ,0,1 = h�,1, . . .1,0 = hj ) if �>j/2 and

j = 2� − 1,
(0,1,1, . . . ,1,0 = hj ) if j = 2� − 1

(3.24)

We letH0 = (0,1,1, . . . ,1,0 = hj ).
Note thatH� takes values only 0,1, and 2. When��j/2, there arej + 1− 2� 2’s in the

middle of the sequenceH�; when�>j/2 there are 2� + 1 − j 0’s in the middle ofH�.
When��j/2 the middle run of 2’s is bordered on the left by 0 in degree zero, followed by
� − 1 1’s. When�>j/2 the middle run of 0’s is bordered on the left by 0 in degree zero
followed byj − � 1’s.

Definition 3.15. We denote byM theR-submodule ofD generated byWZ[j−1], whose
degree-i component satisfiesMi = 〈Z[i],W ·Z[i−1]〉 for 1� i < j . GivenF,G as in (3.22)
we define twoR-modules

B = R ◦ 〈F,WZ[j−1]〉/R ◦G,

C = R ◦ 〈F,WZ[j−1]〉/R ◦ F . (3.25)

We denote byH∨(B) the dual sequenceH∨(B)i = H(B)j−i , and likewiseH∨(C)i =
H(C)j−i .

Evidently we have forF,G as in (3.22)

I ∩ J = Ann 〈F,G〉 = Ann 〈F,WZ[j−1]〉 = Ann 〈G,WZ[j−1]〉. (3.26)
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Our convention will be to specify Hilbert functions ofR-submodules ofD (or ofR) as subob-
jects: thusH(R ◦{Z[2],WZ})=H(〈1;Z,W ;Z[2],WZ〉)= (1,2,2). However, the Hilbert
functionsH(B), andH(C) are asR-modules: thus, whenF =X[2] ·Z[2] +WZ[3], the mod-
uleB from (3.25) satisfies, after taking representatives for the quotient,B�〈WZ[3];Z[3],
W · Z[2];WZ;W 〉 soH(B)= (1,2,1,1), and the dual sequenceH ′(B)= (0,1,1,2,1).

Lemma 3.16.We have

H(R/(I ∩ J ))=H(R′/J ′)+H∨(B)
=H(R/I)+H∨(C). (3.27)

The R-modules B and C each have a single generator, the class ofWZ[j−1].

Proof. Eq. (3.27) is immediate from (3.26), and the definition ofH(B),H(C). The last
statement is immediate from the definition ofB,C. �

Lemma 3.17. Let I be an ideal satisfying(3.20),and letF =G +WZ[j−1] be a decom-
position as in(3.22)of the generator F of the inverse systemI⊥. Let J = Ann (G) and
� = �(J ) as in(3.23).Then we have

(i) I ∩ J = Ann 〈G,WZ[j−1]〉, and(I ∩ J )⊥ = 〈R′ ◦G,M〉 = (J ′)⊥ +M = I⊥ +M.
(ii) H(B)= (1,2, . . . ,2j−�,1, . . . ,1,0),H(C)= (1,1, . . .1c), with c= � or c= j − �.

The casec = j − � can occur only if��j/2.
(iii) When c= �,we haveH(R/I)−H(R′/J ′)=H�; whenc= j − � we haveH(R/I)−

H(R′/J ′)=H0 = (0,1,1, . . . ,1,0).

Proof. SinceI = Ann (F )= Ann (G+WZ[j−1]) andJ = Ann (G), we have

I ∩ J = Ann 〈F,G〉 = Ann 〈G,WZ[j−1])= Ann 〈F,WZ[j−1]〉.
This proves (i). To show (ii) we consider the twoR-modulesB,C defined above. Evidently
we haveH(B)i�2, whence by the Macaulay inequalitiesH(B) = (1,2, . . . ,2a,1, . . . ,
1b,0), with invariants the lengtha − 1 of the sequence of 2’s, and the lengthb − a of the
sequence of 1’s. SinceZ[i] ∈ R ◦ F for 1� i�j − 1, we have that the Hilbert function
H(C) satisfiesH(C)i�1, hence,H(C) = (1,1, . . .1c,0), with sole invariant the length
c + 1 of the sequence of 1’s. Now

H(R/(I ∩ J ))i −H(R/J )i = 2 ⇔ Mi ⊕ (R′ ◦G)i = Rj−i ◦ 〈G,WZ[j−1]〉
⇔Z[i] /∈ (R′ ◦G)i
⇔ i��(J ).

Otherwise, for 1� i < �(J ),H(R/(I ∩ J ))i −H(R/J )i = 1, since for suchi we have

WZ[i−1] ∈ Rj−i ◦ 〈G,WZ[j−1]〉 butWZ[j−1] /∈R′
j−i ◦G,

and fori=0 the difference is 0. Hence, taking into account thatH∨(B)=H(R/(I ∩J ))−
H(R′/J ′), we havea = j − �(J ) andb = j − 1. Since bothH(R/I) andH(R′/J ′) are
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symmetric aboutj/2, so is their difference

H(R/I)−H(R′/J ′)=H∨(B)−H∨(C). (3.28)

This difference can be symmetric only ifc = � or c = j − �.
Suppose now thatc= j − �, and�<j/2. We will show thatH(R/I)� =H(R/J )� + 2.

By definition of �, J ′
� has a generator of the formz� − g, g ∈ (x, y)R′; it follows that

zj−� − g′ ∈ J ′, g′ = zj−2�g ∈ (x, y)R′. Consider the subset

((x, y) · R′) ◦G= ((x, y) · R′) ◦ F .

Note thatzj−� ◦G ∈ (x, y)R′ ◦G. However,zj−� ◦F has a termWZ[�−1], andwzj−�−1 ◦
F =Z[�]. By Lemma 3.13Z[�] /∈R′ ◦G, it follows that dimRj−� ◦F =dimR′

j−� ◦G+2,
as claimed. This implies thatH(R/I)=H(R/J )+H� is the only possibility when�<j/2.

The statement (iii) is immediate from (ii) and (3.28).�

Remark 3.18. Note that,given the Hilbert functionH ′ =H(R/J ) the condition�(J )��0
is a closed condition on the familyPGor(H ′). That is, it is rarer to have higher values of
�(J ). However, the situation is quite different if the Hilbert function is allowed to change,
for example if a term
Z[j ] is added to the dual generatorG of J: see Lemma 3.24, where
the effect of such a change is described.

Lemma 3.19. Let I be an ideal satisfying(3.20),and suppose thatF =G+WZ[j−1] be
a decomposition as in(3.22)of a generator F of the inverse systemI⊥. Let� = �(J ), J =
Ann (G) be the integer of(3.23).Then we have

(i) H(R/I) satisfies eitherH(R/I)=H(R′/J ′)+H� orH(R/I)=H(R′/J )+H0; the
second possibility may occur only if��j/2.

(ii) If H(R/I)=H(R/J ′)+H�, then

H(R/(I ∩ J ))=H(R/I)+ (0,0, . . . ,0,1j+1−�,1, . . . ,1j ) and

(I ∩ J )⊥ = I⊥ ⊕ 〈WZ[j−�], . . . ,WZ[j−1]〉
also H(R/(I ∩ J ))=H(R′/J ′)+ (0,1, . . . ,1,2�,2, . . .2j−1,1j ), and

(I ∩ J )⊥ = (J ′)⊥ ⊕ 〈W,WZ, . . . ,WZ[j−1];Z[�], Z[�+1], . . . , Z[j−1]〉.
(iii) If H(R/I)=H(R/J ′)+H0, thenH(R/(I ∩ J )) andH(R′/J ′) are related as above,

but

H(R/(I ∩ J ))=H(R/I)+ (0,0, . . . ,0,1�,1, . . . ,1j ).

Proof. The lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.17 and (3.28).�

Recall that a Gorenstein sequenceH of height 3 is a nonnegative sequence of integers
H = (1,3, . . . ,1 = hj ,0, . . .), symmetric aboutj/2, that occurs as the Hilbert function
of a graded Artinian Gorenstein algebraA�K[x1, . . . , xr ]/I . Recall that then(�H)i =
Hi −Hi−1.
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Theorem 3.20.Let I be an ideal satisfying(3.20).ThenH =H(R/I) satisfies
(i) �H� j/2 is an O-sequence.

(ii) H = H ′ + H0 = H ′ + (0,1,1, . . . ,1,0) for some Gorenstein sequenceH ′ of height
three.

Warning: theH ′ of (ii) above isnot in general equal toH(R′/J ′), except whenc=j −�.

Proof. By Lemma 3.17(ii) we havec=� orc=j−�. The result of the theorem is obvious in
the casec=j−�, since then by Lemma 3.17(iii)H(R/I)=H(R′/J ′)+H0. So we assume
c=�. By Lemma 3.19 we haveH(R/I)=H(R′/J ′)+H�. HereJ ′=(Ann G)∩K[x, y, z]
from Lemma 3.13 has a generator in degree�, since by its definition (3.23)� is the lowest
degree for whichJ ′

i�〈x, y〉 · R′
i−1.

First, assume�<j/2, whenH� = (0,1, . . . ,1,2�, . . . ,2j−�,1, . . . ,1,0), from Defini-
tion 3.14. We letH ′ =H(R/I)−H0, and we have

H ′ =H(R′/J ′)+ (0, . . . ,0,1�,1, . . . ,1j−�,0, . . .). (3.29)

Thus, to show (ii) here it would suffice to show thatH ′ of (3.29) is a height three Gorenstein
sequence. Assuming that the order ofJ ′ is 	, we have

�H ′ = �H(R′/J ′)+ (0,0, . . . ,1�,0, . . . ,0,−1j+1−�,0, . . .), and

�H(R′/J ′)= (1,2,3, . . . , 	, t	, . . . ,−2,−1), (3.30)

with 	� t	� . . . � t"j/2#. Furthermore, a result of A. Conca and G. Valla is that the maximum
number of degree-i generators possible for any Gorenstein idealJ ′ of Hilbert function
H(R/J ′) is

max{	i} =
{−(�2H(R′/J ′))i = ti−1 − ti when i�j/2 andi = 	

1 − (�2H(R′/J ′))	 = 1 + 	 − t	 when i = 	.

(see[11] or [20, Theorem B.13]). SinceJ ′ has a generator in degree� it follows when
�> 	 that t�−1� t� + 1. Thus, for��	 adding one in degree� to the first difference
(�H(R′/J ′))� j/2 yields a sequence�H ′ as in (3.30) that is still anO-sequence: for height
two this condition is simply that the sequence�H ′ must rise to a maximum value	′, then
be nonincreasing. This implies thatH ′ is indeed a height three Gorenstein sequence, and
completes the proof when��j/2.

Now assume thatc = � and�>j/2. Let

H ′′ =H(R′/J ′)+ (0, . . . ,0,−1j+1−�,−1, . . . ,−1�−1,0, . . .).

Then we have in this caseH(R/I)=H ′′ +H0. Thus, to show (ii) here it would suffice to
show thatH ′′ also is a height three Gorenstein sequence. We have

�H ′′ = �H(R′/J ′)+ (0,0, . . . ,−1j+1−�,0, . . . ,0,1�,0, . . .). (3.31)

that J ′ has a generator in degree�>j/2, implies that�2(H(R′/J ))�� − 1, which is
equivalent by the symmetry of�2(H(R′/J ′)) to �2(H(R′/J ′))j+2−�� − 1. This in turn
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implies(�H(R′/J ′))j+2−�<(�H(R
′/J ′))j+1−�. Thus, lowering(�H(R′/J ′))j+1−� by

1 in degreej+1−� to obtain�H ′′
� j/2 as in (3.31) preserves the condition that(�H ′′)� j/2

is the Hilbert function of some height two Artinian algebra. This completes the proof of the
theorem. �

The following examples illustrate Lemma 3.19. In particular we explore how the Hilbert
functionsH(R/I),H(R/J ) change (recall thatI = Ann (F ), J = Ann (G)) as we alter
the coefficient ofZ[j ] in F,G. Here there is a marked difference for the cases�(J )�j/2,
and�(J )> j/2. The subsequent Lemma 3.24 explains some of the observations.

Example 3.21.LettingG=X[4]Z[2] −X[4[YZ, F =G+WZ[5], we haveJ =Ann (G)=
(w, yz+z2, y2, x5), so�(J )=2, andI=Ann (F )=(w2, wx,wy, y2, yz2, xyz+xz2, x4y+
wz4, x5, z6). AlsoH(R/J )= (1,3,4,4,4,3,1), and

H(R/I)= (1,4,6,6,6,4,1)=H(R/J )+H2.

ChangingG by adding aZ[6] term, we haveG1 = X[4]Z[2] − X[4]YZ + Z[6], F1 =
G1 +WZ[5], J (1)= Ann (G1)= (w, y2, yz2, xyz+ xz2, x4y + z5, x5), so�(J (1))= 5,
andI (1)= Ann (F1)= (w2, wx,wy, y2, yz2, xyz+ xz2, x4y+wz4, x5, wz5 − z6). Also
H(R/J (1))= (1,3,5,5,5,3,1), and

H(R/I (1))= (1,4,6,6,6,4,1)=H(R/J (1))+H0.

Example 3.22. In this example, we choseG= (Z +X)[6] + (Z + 2X)[6] + (Z + Y )[6] +
(Z + 2Y )[6] + (Z + X + Y )[6] + (Z + 2X + 2Y )[6], the sum of 6 divided powers, and
let J = Ann (G). ThenH(R/J ) has the expected valueH(R/J )= (1,3,6,6,6,3,1) (see
[20]), and�(J )= 3. From Lemma 3.19, lettingI = Ann (F ), F =G+WZ[5] we have

H(R/I)=H(R/J )+H3 = (1,4,7,8,7,4,1).

Here

I = (w2, wx,wy, y3 − 3y2z+ 2yz2, x2y − xy2, x3 − 3x2z+ 2xz2,

51xy2z− 18x2z2 − 99xyz2 − 18y2z2 − 12wz3 + 34xz3 + 34yz3,

5y2z3 + 4wz4 − 9yz4, yz5 − z6).

Omitting the pureZ[6] term fromGandF, to obtainG1, F1 we haveH(R/Ann (G1))=
(1,3,6,7,6,3,1), �(Ann (G1))= 4 and

H(R/Ann F1)=H(R/I)=H(R/Ann (G1))+H0.

This example shows that it is not the inclusion of aZ[6] term inG that keys the simpler case
H(R/I)=H(R/J )+H0. The Hilbert functionH(R/I) is always invariant under a change
in theZ[j ] term ofF: this follows fromzi ◦F =WZ[j−1−i] + zi ◦G, linearly disjoint from
〈Ri modzi〉 ◦ F .
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Example 3.23.Whenj = 8,G=X[3]Y [5] +X[2]Y [4]Z[2] + Y [5]Z[3], then

J = Ann G= (w, x3 − z3, z4, xz3, x2z2 − yz3, y6, xy5 + x2y3z− y4z2,

x2y4 − y5z− xy3z2).

We have�(G)= 3,H(R/Ann (G))= (1,3,6,9,9,9,6,3,1), andI = Ann (F ), F =G+
WZ[7], satisfies

H(R/I)= (1,4,7,11,11,11,7,4,1)=H(R/Ann (G))+H3.

Here

I = (w2, wx,wy, xz3, x2z2 − yz3, x3z, x3y − yz3, x4, y5z− wz5, y6,

xy5 + x2y3z− y4z2, x2y4 − xy3z2 − wz5, z8).
Adding aZ[8] term toG to formG1 leads toJ (1) = Ann (G1) with �(J (1)) = 6 and
F1, I (1)= Ann (F1) satisfying

H(R/I (1))=H(R/I)=H(R/J (1))+H0.

It might be thought from the previous examples, that adding
Z[j ] with 
 generically
chosen, will “improve”G to aG
 such thatJ (
) = Ann G
 and I
 = Ann F
, F
 =
G
 +WZ[j−1] will satisfyH(R/I
) = H(R/J
) + H0. This change would indeed be an
improvement, since whenH(R/I)=H(R/J )+H0 the minimal resolutions of the ideals
I, J appear to be closer than they are whenH(R/I)=H(R/J )+H�. In the next lemma
we show that this “improvement” must occur when�(J )�j/2, but can occur either never,
or for a single value of
 when�(J )> j/2. We suppose that
 ∈ K.

Lemma 3.24. LetJ = Ann (G), I = Ann (F ), F =G+WZ[j−1] be such that I satisfies
(3.20),and defineG
 =G+ 
Z[j ], F
 = F + 
Z[j ], J (
)= Ann (G
), I (
)= Ann (F
).
Then we have

(i) (I ∩J )+mj=(I (
)∩J (
))+mj and(I ∩J )j differs from(I (
)∩J (
))jby replacing
zj − u, u ∈ J ∩ ((x, y) ∩K[x, y, z]) by zj − u′, u′ ∈ J (
) ∩ ((x, y) ∩K[x, y, z]).

(ii) H(R/I)=H(R/I (
)), andH(R/(I ∩ J ))=H(R/(I (
) ∩ J (
)));
(iii) If �(J )�j/2 and
 = 0 then�(J (
))= j + 1 − �(J ), and

H(R/J (
))=H(R/J )+ (0, . . . ,0�−1,1�,1, . . . ,1j−�,0j+1−�, . . . ,0j ).

In this caseH(R/I (
))=H(R/J (
))+H0.

(iv) Let �(J )> j/2 then�(J (
)) = �(J ) or �(J (
)) = j + 1 − �(J ). In the former case
H(R/J (
)) = H(R/J ). The latter case may occur for at most a single value
0; if it
occurs, then for
 = 
0, � = �(J ),

H(R/J (
0))=H(R/J )− (0, . . . ,0j−�,1j+1−�,1, . . . ,1�−1,0�, . . . ,0j ).

(a) If H(R/I)=H(R/J )+H� then�(J (
))= �(J ) andH(R/J (
))=H(R/J ).
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(b) If H(R/I)=H(R/J )+H0, then for all values of
 except possibly a single value

0 = 0we have�(J (
))= �(J ) andH(R/J (
))=H(R/J ).

Proof. Since for i�j − 1, Z[i] = wzj−1−i ◦ WZ[j−1], (I ∩ J )i = (I (
) ∩ J (
))i
for i�j−1. The second statement in (i) is evident. The first claim in (ii) follows since the two
idealsI, I (
) are isomorphic, under a change of variables. The second claim in (ii) follows
from (i).

Suppose that��j/2 and
 = 0, and thath= z� − g, g ∈ (x, y) ·K[x, y, z] ∈ J . Then
for 0�u�j − 2� we have

(zuh) ◦ (G+ 
Z[j ])= zuh ◦ (
Z[j ])= 
Z[j−�−u].

It follows that for i�j − �, Z[i] ∈ R ◦ G(
). This implies that for�� i�j − �, we
haveH(R/J (
))i = H(R/J )i + 1, since by Lemma 3.19Z[i] = R ◦ G for i��(J ).
The claims in (iii) now follow from the symmetry ofH(R/J (
)),H(R/J ) and hence of
H(R/J (
))−H(R/J ).

Suppose that�(J )> j/2. The symmetry ofH(R/J (
))−H(R/J ) and Lemma 3.17(ii)
show the first claim concerning�(J (
)) in (iv). This and (ii) show (iva). The same symmetry,
and (iii) also prove (ivb), and completes the proof of (iv) that the exceptional case may occur
for at most a single value
0. �

Example 3.25.Letting G = X[3]Z[3] − Y [4]X[2] + Y [2]Z[4] + XY [2]Z[3] + Z[6], F =
G + WZ[5] we haveJ = Ann (G) = (x3 + x2z − y2z, y3z, y4 − x2z2 + y2z2 + xz3 −
z4, xy2z + x2z2 − y2z2, xy3 − xyz2 + yz3, x2yz, x2y2 + x2z2 − y2z2 + z4), �(J ) = 4,
andH(R/J )= (1,3,6,9,6,3,1). Then

I = (wy,wx,w2, x2z− y2z+ wz2, x3 − wz2, y3z, xy3 − xyz2 + yz3, x2y2

+ y4 + xz3, wz5 − z6), and

H(R/I)= (1,4,7,9,7,4,1)=H(R/J )+ (0,1,1,0,1,1,0)=H(R/J )+H4.

This is an example of Lemma 3.24(iva) whereH(R/J (
))=H(R/J ) for every
.

4. Hilbert functions H = (1,4,7, h, . . . ,4,1)

We now consider Gorenstein sequences—Hilbert functions of Artinian Gorenstein alge-
bras, so symmetric aboutj/2—having the form

H = (1,4,7, h, b, . . . ,4,1), (4.1)

of any socle degreej�6 for any possibleb. We show in Theorem 4.2 that each such
Gorenstein sequence must satisfy theSI conditionthat �H� j/2 is anO-sequence. This
condition was shown by Stanley and Buchsbaum and Eisenbud to characterize Gorenstein
sequences of height three (see[9,31,17]). When a Gorenstein sequenceH satisfies this
condition we can construct Artinian Gorenstein algebras, elements ofPGor(H), as quotients
of the coordinate ring of suitable punctual schemes, and we have good control over their
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Betti numbers (Lemma 4.7 and Corollary 4.8). In particular, whenH = (1,4,7, h, . . .)
satisfies the SI condition and 7�h�10 we may chooseA ∈ PGor(H) such thatI2 has
only two linear relations: thusA /∈C(H), the locus whereI2�〈wx,wy,wz〉, implying
for most such Hilbert functionsH thatPGor(H) has at least two irreducible components
(Theorems 4.6 and 4.9).

Our first result is relevant also to the open question of whether all height four Gorenstein
sequences satisfy the SI condition. Despite our positive result we doubt that this is true in
general (see Remark 4.5). We now set some notation. WhenH is clear we usually write
hi for Hi below. We set�Hi = hi − hi−1. ByHi,i+1 we mean(hi, hi+1). Given a Hilbert
functionHZ, we define Sym(HZ, j) as the symmetrization of(HZ)� j/2 aboutj/2:

Sym(HZ, j)i =
{
(HZ)i if i�j/2,
(HZ)j−i if i > j/2.

(4.2)

Lemma 4.1. Letj�6andsuppose that theGorenstein sequenceHof socledegree j satisfies
(4.1).Then7�h�11. If j�7, then the minimum value ofb=H4 that can occur isb= h,
and the maximum values of b that can occur in(4.1)are

(4.3)

Equivalently,aGorenstein sequenceHsatisfying(4.1)must satisfy�H�4 is anO-sequence.
Also, each initial sequence(1,4,7, h, b) satisfying7�h�11andh�b�bmax occurs for
j = 8.
Finally, if H satisfies(4.1) and j�6, h�10 then�H� j/2 is an O-sequence if and

only if its subsequence�H1� i� j/2 = (3,3, h − 7, b − h, . . .) is both nonnegative and
nonincreasing.

Proof. We showed 7�h�11 in Corollary 2.8. We now show the upper boundsb�bmax
of (4.3). Whenh = 11, the upper bound of (4.3) is just the Macaulay upper bound. When
h = 10, the impossibility of(h, b) = (10,15) follows from Corollary 2.6. The impos-
sibility of (h, b) = (10,14) follows from two considerations. First, by Theorem 3.7(iii)
and Theorem 3.20(ii)I2 cannot be Pgl(3)-isomorphic to〈wx,wy,wz〉 or 〈w2, wx,wz〉, as
H ′ =H−(0,1,1, . . . ,1,0)=(1,3,6,9,13, . . .) is not a height three Gorenstein sequence,
since�H ′

� j/2 = (1,2,3,3,4, . . .) is not anO-sequence in two variables[9,12]. ThusI2
cannot have a common factor, so has two linear relations. By Lemma 3.4(ii)I2 has a basis
given by the 2× 2 minors of a 2× 3 matrix; sinceI2 has no common factor, the quotient
R/(I2) has height two,I2 is determinantal and has the usual determinantal minimal reso-
lution. In particular we haveH(R/(I2))i = 3i + 1, for all i�0, so as beforeH(R/I)4�
H(R/(I2))4 = 13.

Whenh = 8 or 9 the upper bound of (4.3) is one less than the Macaulay upper bound.
The impossibility of the Macaulay upper bound forH(R/I)3,4 in the casesh= 8,9 follow
from Lemma 3.6(iii). Whenh = 7, the upper boundb�7 is shown in theh = 7 case of
the proof of Theorem 4.2 below. This completes the proof of the upper boundsb�bmax
of (4.3).
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We next show the lower bound onb: whenj�7, thenb�h. Evidently, whenj = 7,
the symmetry ofH implies b = h, so we may assumej�8. The symmetry ofH im-
plies(Hj−4,j−3)= (b, h). The Macaulay Theorem 2.3(i) applied to(Hj−4,j−3) eliminates
all triples (j, h, b) whereb�h − 2 except the triple(j, h, b) = (8,5,4). For this triple
H4,5 = (b, h) = (9,11) is extremal growth as 9(4) = 11; then we have a contradiction by
Corollary 2.6.

We now assumej�8 andb = h − 1. We haveh = 11 by Theorem 3.7(iii) and The-
orem 3.20. Since in Macaulay’s inequality of Theorem 2.3(i)b(d) = b whenb�d, and
hj−4 = b, hj−3 = b + 1 we must haveb> j − 4, soh�j − 2. Except for the triples
(j, h, b) = (8,10,9) or (8,11,10), thenHj−4,j−3 has extremal Macaulay growth, a con-
tradiction by Corollary 2.6. The second triple hash= 11, already ruled out. The first triple
occurs only forH = (1,4,7,10,9,10,7,4,1) where�4H6 = −12; by symmetry of the
minimal resolution ofR/I , the number of degree six generators ofI satisfies	6(I )�6,
implying thatH(R/(I5))5,6 = (10,13), contradicting the Macaulay bound which requires
H(R/(I5))6�10(6) = 11. This completes the proof of the lower bound onb, thath�b
in (4.1).

It is easy to see that these bounds are just the condition that�H�4 be anO-sequence, as
claimed.

That each extremal pair(h, b) satisfyingh�b�bmax from (4.3) occurs in socle degree
8 can be shown by choosing the ringA to be a general enough socle-degree 8 Artinian
Gorenstein quotient of the coordinate ring of any smooth punctual scheme of degreeb,
having Hilbert functionHZ= (1,4,7, h, b, b, . . .). Sinceb�h, �HZ is anO-sequence and
there are Artinian algebras of Hilbert function�HZ; then there is a smooth punctual schemes
of Hilbert functionHZ, by the result of Maroscia[27,14,28]. That the general socle-degreej
GA quotient of�(Z,OZ) has the expected symmetrized Hilbert functionH =Sym(HZ, j)
satisfying(Sym(HZ, j))i = (HZ)i for i�j/2, is well known: see[3,28,20, Lemma 6.1].

The last statement of Lemma 4.1 thatj�6, h�10 and�H� j/2 anO-sequence is equiv-
alent to�H2� i� j/2 being nonnegative and non-increasing, follows from�H = (1,3,3,
h − 7, . . .), with h − 7�3: by Macaulay’s inequality Theorem 2.3(i), we have for any
O-sequenceT thatti� i impliesti+1� i. �

Theorem 4.2. Every Gorenstein sequence H beginningH = (1,4,7, . . .) satisfies the con-
dition, �H� j/2 is an O-sequence.

Proof. We assumeH=H(R/I) for an Artinian Gorenstein quotientR/I satisfies (4.1) that
H = (1,4,7, h, b, . . .) and consider each value ofh in turn. We show that each occurring
sequenceH satisfies the criterion from Lemma 4.1 for�H to be anO-sequence.
Caseh=7: We haveH(R/I)j−3,j−2 =H(R/I)2,3 = (7,7); if j�10 thenH is extremal

in degreesj − 3 toj − 2, and we have thatZ= Proj (Ij−3) is a degree-7 punctual scheme
satisfying by Lemma 2.9H(Z)i = 7 for all i�3: by Corollary 2.2, we haveH(R/I)i = 7
for 3� i�j −2. So we may assume thatj =8 or 9. We haveb�7(3)=9. Shouldb=9 then
Proj (R/(I3))would define a degree-2 curve of genus zero and regularity two, so its Hilbert
function would satisfyH(R/(IZ))2�5, by Corollary 2.2 contradictingH(R/I)2 = 7. We
now suppose thath = 7, b = 8, and suppose the socle degreej = 8 or 9. Whenj = 8,
H = (1,4,7,7,8,7,7,4,1), since�4H5=−7, the idealI has	5 generators (first syzygies)
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and�5 third syzygies in degree 5, with 7�	5 +�5; by symmetry of the minimal resolution
	7=�5 and�7=	5; thus we have either	5�3 or	7�4; but	5�2 and	7�4 by Macaulay’s
Theorem 2.3. If	7 = 4 then the ideal(I�6) would satisfyH(R/(I6))6,7 = 7,8 of extremal
growth, a contradiction with�H3 = 0, by Corollary 2.6 and Lemma 4.1. Forj = 9 we
would have similarly�4H5 = −6, so	5 + 	8�6, but	5�2, and when	8 = 4 we’d have
H(R/(I6))7,8=7,8, and a similar contradiction. We have shown that a Gorenstein sequence
beginning(1,4,7,7) continues with a subsequence of 7’s followed by(4,1).
Caseh = 8: Macaulay extremality showshi� i + 5 and�Hi+1�1 for i�3. Suppose

by way of contradiction that�Hi <0, for somei�j/2 (this is equivalent toH being
nonunimodal). Lettingi′ = j − i, we have by the symmetry ofH thathi′+1 = hi′ + 1 =
hi−1� i − 1+ 5� i′ + 4; it follows from Theorem 2.3 that either this is impossible (when
hi′ � i′) orH is extremal in degreesi′ to i′ +1, a contradiction by Corollary 2.6 and Lemma
4.1. Now suppose 4� i < k,�Hi = 0 but�Hk = 1. ThenHk = (Hk−1)

(k−1), and we have a
contradiction by Corollary 2.6 and Lemma 4.1. It follows thatH satisfies,�Hi,2� i�j/2
is nonnegative and nonincreasing, thus�H� j/2 is anO-sequence.
Caseh= 9: Lemma 3.6(iii) implies thath4�11; applying Macaulay extremality induc-

tively we have fori�4 thathi�2i + 3 and�Hi�2. Suppose by way of contradiction
that�Hi <0, for somei�j/2; thenhi = i + a with a� i. We now use the symmetry of
H aboutj/2. Letting i′ = j − i, we havehi′ = i + a = i′ + a′, a′ = a − (i′ − i); since
a′<a< i′ we must havehi′ �2i′ whencehi′+1�hi′ + 1 by the Macaulay Theorem 2.3(i),
so�Hi′+1 = −�Hi = 1, andhi′+1 = hi′ + 1 is extremal, a contradiction by Corollary 2.6
and Lemma 4.1.

Now suppose that for somei�j/2 we have�Hi−1 = 1, but�Hi = 2: then by Theorem
2.3 we would have Proj(R/(Ii)) defines a degree 2 curve union some points, of Hilbert
polynomial 2t + a, a�2, of regularity degree at most 3 by Corollary 2.5, hence by Lemma
2.9 and Corollary 2.2 we would haveh3�8, a contradiction.

Finally, suppose that for somei�j/2 we have�Hi−1=0 but�Hi >0. By Corollary 2.6
we have�Hi = 2, so�Hi=1. If also there is a previousu,4�u� i−2 with�Hu <2 then
hi�2i, implying thatHi= (Hi−1)

(i−1), a contradiction by Corollary 2.6. Thus to complete
the caseh= 9, we need only consider sequences

H = (1,4,7,9, . . . , hu = 2u+ 3, . . . , hi−2 = hi−1 = 2i − 1, hi = 2i, . . . ,7,4,1)

(4.4)

with possible consecutive repetition of the maximum value 2i. We have�4Hi+1 = −5 if
hi+1 = hi , and−6 if j = 2i sohi+1 = hi − 1. In either case, we obtain	i+1 + 	j+3−i�5.
This is impossible since on the one hand	j+3−i�3 would imply thatH(R/(Ij+2−i ))i =
hi−2 = 2i − 1, H(R/(Ii))j+3−i = hi−3 + 3 = 2i − 3 + 3 = 2i, which is extremal growth
of H, a contradiction by Corollary 2.6. On the other hand if	i+1�1 whenhi+1 = hi , or
if 	i+1�2 whenhi+1 = hi − 1 we would haveH(R/I)i = 2i, H(R/(Ii))i+1 = 2i + 1
implying extremal growth, a contradiction with (4.4) by Corollary 2.6. This completes the
proof that�H is anO-sequence whenh= 9.
Caseh = 10: By Lemma 4.1h4�13; also whenI2 has a common factor Theorems

3.7(iii) and Theorem 3.20 show that�H� j/2 is anO-sequence. We suppose henceforth in
our analysis ofh = 10 thatI2 does not have a common factor. Then by Lemma 3.4(ii)I2
defines a rational normal curve, satisfyingH(R/(I2))t = 3t + 1 for all t�0. Notice also
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that ifH(R/I)t�3t − 1, andt�4, then the Macaulay inequality Theorem 2.3(i) implies
�H(R/I)i+1�2. We next rule out various perturbations in the Hilbert function sequence.

First, �Hi+1� − 2 for somei < j/2 is impossible from the Macaulay bound and the
symmetry ofH. We would have�Hi′+1�2 for i′=j−i−1� i+1; then lettinghi=3i+1−
e, e�0 we havehi′ =hi+1�hi−2=3i−(e+1)=2i+(i−e−1)=2i′+b, b� i−e−3; thus,
the Macaulay bound here implies�Hi′+1�2, so there is equality�Hi′+1=2, a contradiction
by Corollary 2.6. Also�Hi+1 = −1 for somei < j/2, andj >5i + e, is impossible by
a similar calculation that�Hi′+1 = 1 the maximum possible, again a contradiction by
Corollary 2.6.

Suppose�Hi+1 = −1 with i�j/2 − 1 and no restriction onj; suppose thati is the
maximum such integer. Lettingc= hi+1 we write the consecutive subsequence(hi−1, . . . ,

hi+3) as

(a + c,1 + c, c,1 − � + c, b + c). (4.5)

Then	i+3(I )+ 	j+5−i (I )� − �4Hi+3 = −�4Hj+5−i = 8 − a − b − 4�. We have

H(R/(Ii+2))i+2,i+3 = (1 − � + c, b + c + 	i+3) and

H(R/(Ij+4−i ))j+4−i,j+5−i = (1 + c, a + c + 	j+5−i ).

Thus the sum� + �′, � = �H(R/(Ii+2))i+3, �
′ =H(R/(Ij+4−i ))j+5−i satisfies

� + �′ = (b + 	i+3 + � − 1)+ (a + 	j+5−i − 1)�6 − 3�.

So if ��1 at least one of�, �′ is two, and the corresponding Hilbert function has extremal
growth of two, a contradiction by Corollary 2.6. If� = 2, theni + 1�j/2 − 1 (by the
symmetry ofH), and�Hi+2 =−1, contradicting the assumption oni; and��3 has already
been ruled out. We have shown�Hi+1 = −1 for i�j/2 − 1 is impossible.

We cannot have both�Hu�2 and�Hi+1 = 3 for a pairu, i satisfyingu< i < j/2,
since thenhi�3i. This is possible only ifhi = 3i andhi+1 = h

(i)
i , a contradiction by

Corollary 2.6. We cannot have both�Hu�1 and�Hi+1 = 2 for u< i < j/2, since then
hi = 3i − 1 − e, e�0, andHi,i+1 is extremal, again a contradiction by Corollary 2.6.

Suppose that for somei,2� i�j/2− 1, we have�Hi = 0, but�Hi+1 = 1. Then, letting
c = hi the consecutive subsequence(hi−2, . . . , hi+2) is

(a + c, c, c,1 + c, b + c). (4.6)

Then	i+2(I ) + 	j+6−i (I )� − �4hi+2 = −�4hj+6−i = 4 − (b + a). It follows that the
sum�H(R/(Ii+2))i+3 +�H(R/(Ij+5−i ))j+6−i = a+ b−1+4− (a+ b)=3, hence one
of the two differences is at least two, which is here extremal growth, sinceHi+2�3(i + 2)
and similarlyHj+5−i�3(j +5− i). Then Corollary 2.6 implies a contradiction with (4.6).

This completes the proof in the caseh= 10.
Caseh = 11: In this caseI2 must have a common linear factor. Theorem 3.7(iii) for

I2�〈wx,wy,wz〉 and Theorem 3.20 forI2�〈w2, wy,wz〉 show thatH = H ′ +
(0,1,1, . . . ,1,0), which implies that�H� j/2 is anO-sequence.

This completes the proof of the theorem.�
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For H satisfying (4.1), recall that we denote byC(H) ⊂ PGor(H) the subfamily
parametrizing idealsI such thatI2�V = 〈wx,wy,wz〉, up to a coordinate change. By
Theorem 3.7(ii) we have thatC(H) is nonempty if and only ifPGor(H ′) is nonempty,
whereH ′ = (1,3,6, h− 1, i − 1, . . . ,3,1).

Corollary 4.3. LetH = (1,4,7, . . .). The following are equivalent.

(i) The sequence H is a Gorenstein sequence.
(ii) The sequence�H� j/2 is an O-sequence.

(iii) The sequenceH ′ =H − (0,1,1, . . . ,1,0) is a height three Gorenstein sequence.
(iv) �H ′

� j/2 is an O-sequence.
(v) �H ′

� j/2 = (1,2,3, . . . , i + 1, hv, hv+1, . . .) with i + 1�hv�hv+1� · · ·.
Under this assumption, the subfamilyC(H) ⊂ PGor(H) is always nonempty.

Proof. That (i) is equivalent to (ii) is Theorem 4.2. That (ii) is equivalent to (iv) is immediate
from the last statement of Lemma 4.1, and an easy verification whenH = (1,4,7,11, . . .).
That (iii) is equivalent to (iv) follows from the Buchsbaum–Eisenbud structure theorem
[9,31]. That specific criterion (iv) is equivalent to (v) is well known—see for example[20,
Theorem 5.25]and[21, Corollary C6]. ThatC(H) is always nonempty whenH satisfies
these conditions follows from Theorem 3.7 and (iii).�

The following result handles height four Gorenstein sequences below those considered
in Theorem 4.2.

Proposition 4.4. A symmetric sequenceH = (1,4, a, . . . ,4,1), a�6of socle degree j is a
Gorenstein sequence if and only if�H� j/2 is an O-sequence, or, equivalently, if �H� j/2
is nonincreasing once it does not increase. The valuesa = 2,3 cannot occur.

Proof. Whena = 6, thenh3 = 10, the maximum under Macaulay’s theorem, would imply
h1=3, by Corollary 2.6. AssumeH =H(A) for an Artinian GorensteinA=R/I and let�i
denote the number of relations (first syzygies) in degreei. Whena = 6 andh3 = 9, h4 = b,
then the fourth differences ofH satisfy�4(H)4 =�4(H)j = b−15, so by the symmetry of
the minimal resolution ofAwe have�4 + �j�15− b. Since�H(R/(Ij−1))j = � − 3 and
j −1�5, the Macaulay bound implies that growth fromhj−1=4 toH(R/(Ij−1))j =1+�
would be maximal when�j = 3. But �j = 3, is impossible by Corollary 2.6. However,
�j�2, implies�4�13−b; thusH(R/(I3))4�b+13−b=13,contradicting the Macaulay
bound of 9(3) = 12. We have shownH = (1,4,6,9, . . .) to be impossible. Establishing the
result forH = (1,4,6, b, . . .) with b�8 is relatively simple, requiring only Theorem 2.3
and Corollary 2.2 without using the symmetry of the minimal resolution: we leave this to
the reader.

Whena = 5, then the Macaulay bound givesh3�7; andH = (1,4,5,7, b, . . .) is not
possible by Corollary 2.6.

The remaining cases are simpler, and we leave them as an exercise. Note thata=2,3 are
impossible, since by the symmetry ofH, we would havehj−2 = a andhj−1 = 4: however,
the Macaulay bound givesa(j−2)�a whena�j − 2, and herej − 2�4. �
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Remark 4.5 (Doheight fourGorenstein sequencessatisfy�H� j/2 is anO-sequence?).The
height four Gorenstein sequences of the formH=(1,4,7, . . .)are probably close to an upper
bound of those which may be shown to satisfy the condition�H� j/2 is anO-sequence, by
the kind of arguments we have used for Theorem 4.2. Notice that we were not able to rule
out the nonoccurring, sequenceH = (1,4,7,10,14,10,7,4,1) by a simple application of
Macaulay bounds and the Gotzmann method of Lemma 2.3, together with calculation of
�4H . Rather, we needed to use Lemma 3.4, which involves the twisted cubic. Likewise, in
proving other parts of Theorem 4.2, we use at times detailed information about low degree
curves inP3.

Thus we are inclined to conjecture that there are height four Gorenstein sequences that
do not satisfy the condition that�H� j/2 is anO-sequence.

Recall that we denote by	i (J ) the number of degree-i generators of the idealJ. The next
result follows from Theorems 3.11 and 4.2. Recall that the socle degree ofH is the highest
j such thathj = 0.

Theorem 4.6. Assume that theGorensteinsequenceHsatisfiesH=(1,4,7, h, b, . . . ,4,1),
of socle degreej�6,whereh, b are arbitrary integers satisfying the necessary restrictions
of Lemma4.1.

(i) the dimension of the tangent spaceTI onPGor(H) to a general element I ofC(H) ⊂
PGor(H) satisfies,

dimKTI = dimC(H)+ 1 + 	j−1(J ) (4.7)

where J is a generic element ofPGor(H ′),H ′=(1,3,6, h−1, b−1, . . . , h−1,6,3,1).
(ii) Whenj�6, the Zariski closureC(H) is a generically smooth irreducible component

ofPGor(H) when, equivalently

(a) 	j−1(J )= 0 for J generic inPGor(H ′);
(b) a genericJ ∈ PGor(H ′) has no degree-4 relations;
(c) 3h− b − 17�0.

Proof. Here (i) follows immediately from Theorem 3.11(i), (ii). This shows (iia); by the
symmetry of the minimal resolution ofJ, (iia) is equivalent to (iib). The third difference
satisfies(�3H ′)4 = 17+ b − 3h, and under the assumptionj�6, it gives, when positive,
the number of degree-4 relations—the linear relations among those generators ofJ having
degree 3; when 0 or negative there are no such relations. This completes the proof of the
equivalence of (iib) and (iic). �

We now show that there are monomial ideals inR′ =K[x, y, z], having certain Hilbert
functionsT ′ and having a small number of generators. This prepares a key step for Theorem
4.9. We consider Hilbert functions of the formT ′ = (1,3,3, . . . ,2a, . . . ,1c, . . . ,0, . . .)
where degreea is the first degree in whichT ′

a <3, andc is the first degreec�3 in which
T ′
i �1, andd is the first positive degree in whichT ′

i =0: we allow equalities amonga, c, d,
so if a = c = 4, d = 5, T ′ = (1,3,3,3,1,0, . . .). The following result is easy to verify.
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Lemma 4.7. (i) The Artinian algebraA = R′/Ja,c,d , Ja,c,d = (xy, xz, yz, xa, yc, zd),

3�a�c�d has Hilbert functionT ′(a, c, d)= (1,3,3, . . . ,2a, . . . ,1c, . . . ,0d , . . .) in the
sense above.

(ii) The Artinian algebraA = R′/Ka,c,Ka,c = (x2, xy, z2, xa−1z, yc),3�a�c has
Hilbert functionT ′(a, c)= (1,3,3,2, . . . ,1a, . . . ,0c, . . .).
Corollary 4.8 (Artinian Gorenstein algebras with related minimal resolution). (i) Maros-
cia [27,14,20,28]. Let s = ∑

i�0T
′(a, c, d)i , or

∑
i�0T

′
a,c, respectively. Then there are

smooth degree-s punctual schemesZ = Z(a, c, d) ⊂ P3 or Z = Z(a, c) ⊂ P3, respec-
tively, whose coordinate rings have the same minimal resolutions as the Artinian algebras
defined byJa,c,d or Ka,c, respectively.

(ii) (Boij [3]).Furthermore, letj�2c,or j�2b, respectively,and letA=A(a, c, d, j, F )
or A = A(a, c, j, F ), respectively, denote a general enough GA quotient ofOZ,Z =
Z(a, c, d) or Z= Z(a, c) having socle degree j, defined byA= R/Ann (F ), F ∈ (IZ)⊥j .
The minimal resolution of A agrees with that of the corresponding coordinate ringOZ in
degrees up toj/2.

Proof. P. Maroscia’s well-known result deforms a given monomial ideal defining an
Artinian algebra to a graded ideal defining a smooth punctual schemeZ, and having the
same minimal resolution. M. Boij showed that a general enough GA quotient ofZ has a
related minimal resolution. �

Theorem 4.9(FamiliesPGor(H)with several components). (i) Assume that H is aGoren-
stein sequence of socle degreej�6satisfying(4.1),namelyH =(1,4,7, h, b, . . .) and that
h�10.Then there is a GA quotient of the coordinate ring of a smooth punctual schemeZ

having Hilbert function H, andH = Sym(HZ, j).
(ii) Assume further that3h − b − 17�0 and 8�h�10. ThenPGor(H) has at least

two irreducible components, the componentC, and a component containing suitable GA
algebrasA= A(a, c, d, j, F ) or A= A(a, c, j, F ), respectively, that are quotients of the
coordinate ring of smooth punctual schemes.

Proof. Assume thatH = (1,4,7, h, b, . . . ,1) has socle degreej�6 and letT ′ =�H� j/2.
By Theorem 4.2,T ′ is anO-sequence; sinceh�10 Lemma 4.1 impliesT ′ satisfiesT ′ =
(1,3,3, h − 7, b − h, . . .), with h − 7�3, with T ′

� j/2 nonnegative, and nonincreasing
after degree 0 to 1. ThusT ′ = T ′(a, c, d) or T ′ = T ′(a′, c′) for suitable(a, c, d) or (a′, c′).
Lemma 4.7 and Corollary 4.8(ii) imply that there is a Artinian Gorenstein algebraA=R/I of
Hilbert functionH, such that the beginning of its minimal resolution is that ofR′/J (a, b, c)
orR′/K(a, b). In particularI2 has at most two linear relations. Since one cannotspecialize
from a GA algebraA= R/I ∈ C(H) whereI2 has three linear relations, to a GA algebra
A = A(a, c, d, j, F ) or A(a, c, j, F ) whereI2 has at most two linear relations, the claim
of the theorem follows. �
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